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Chapter 1441 - Day of Darkness 

The foreign ten great young experts’ Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King, Martial Heavenly King, Green 

Vine King, and Feather Snake Twin Kings were killed one after another, their lives ended just like that. 

This region was in complete chaos! 

Hong! 

The heavens fell and earth split apart, Shi Hao unleashed a massacre here. He condensed a fist imprint, 

entire body becoming like a humanoid True Dragon, bashing left and right. Wherever he went, corpses 

fell in large amounts. 

Soon afterwards, blood splashed everywhere in this place, dyeing the great desert red. Shi Hao 

slaughtered his way through this place, not giving these creatures any chance. 

Not long ago, these people were still ridiculing Shi Hao, believing that this human didn’t know the height 

and depth of heaven and earth, actually daring to challenge Martial Heavenly King, but now, this was 

the result. 

Shi Hao not only killed Wu Feng, he killed three more King Clan youths! 

Yet now, it was precisely these people who weren’t able to run, being chased down. Every one of them 

was scared. Even though they were warlike races, when faced with an enemy they had no chance of 

winning against, knowing that they would inevitably die, they would still feel fear. 

In the back, the people of Imperial Pass were overwhelmed by emotions as they watched, completely 

stirred up, shouting out together, slaughtering their way over. 

“Kill! Kill all of them! Don’t leave a single one behind!” Someone roared. 

Even the robust male whose entire body had weapons stabbed all over, as well as the elder who even 

coughed out parts of his inner organs recovered a bit of vitality now, once again rushing forward. 

“All of you back off, don’t stay here. There will definitely be great figures from the other side who will 

come here for revenge!” Shi Hao released a shout, not letting them stay here. 

Moreover, at this time, he used an extreme art, his entire body shining. All types of precious techniques 

merged together; he unleashed a great massacre. 

Pu pu pu... 

Corpses fell one after another, some having the space between their brows pierced through, some 

cleaved in half, all of them dying quickly. 

Wherever Shi Hao passed, blood continuously splashed out, heads tumbled, broken arms and limbs fell. 

This was a bloody scene, as well as a cruel one filled with blood and chaos. 

It was because this was a battlefield that lacked benevolence, even more so lacking mercy. There was 

only fighting and slaughter here, only the victor allowed to live. 



Shi Hao killed several hundred creatures with just this attack alone. These were all powerful individuals, 

not a single ordinary individual among them! 

The people watching from the back were all stunned. Just how much time had passed, yet this 

youngster already achieved such a terrifying battle result! He truly was like a demon king who struggled 

free from hell, possessing unmatched might! 

“We’re leaving!” The cultivators from Imperial Pass were decisive as well. They knew that what Shi Hao 

said was the truth. Now that several great kings were killed, this was sky shattering news, it would 

definitely startle the higher levels. 

Shi Hao watched as these people left, and then he entered a berserk murderous state again, reaping 

lives like wheat. Large amounts of corpses fell. 

Even if the creatures of the other side didn’t fear death, they were now still scared, every one of them 

shivering coldly, turning around to leave. Corpses covered the ground, this place as if ravaged by an 

asura. It was full of bloodiness, truly shocking. 

Then, he left into the distance, not staying behind. It was because this place was going to become the 

eye of the storm, produce a great disturbance. 

Along the way, he made his way into the desert, continuously changed his appearance, to the extent 

where he even put on the armors of corpses on before returning to the area the great experts of 

Imperial Pass overlooked. 

He hid within the crowd, becoming quiet. 

After killing the five great experts, he cast aside his old clothes, not leaving behind many clues! 

“Ah...” In the area where the great kings’ corpses rested, a world-shaking roar of anger sounded. There 

were Self Release Realm creatures who rushed over, erupting with anger. 

As for creatures of other cultivation realms, they had long surrounded this place, all of them standing 

there, incomparably shocked. 

“What happened? In one day, our side lost five great experts, four of them done in by one person, are 

the heavens going to change?” 

Someone said with a trembling voice. These were but the most outstanding geniuses of the other side, 

powerful king races, yet they were all killed by a single person. This triggered great alarm. 

“I believe that the Blue Eyes Golden Scaled Lion King was also killed by him, because the one who took 

action was also a young human. This is too terrifying!” Another person said quietly, feeling a chill run 

through his entire body. 

This left them extremely dejected. The foreign side was warlike, known to be an aggressive species, 

always domineering and unstoppable. However, today, they encountered such a serious blow. 

In their eyes, this was some type of ominous sign! 



“Could it be that many exceptional creatures were produced in Imperial Pass this generation, allowing 

them to fight back? Don’t tell me that this will bring about blood and chaos...” 

There were some who became doubtful, feeling a wave of worry. This was especially the case when they 

raised their heads and saw that boundless Heaven Abyss covering everything above, protecting this 

world, making them feel even more uneasy. 

After all these years had passed, they still couldn’t capture Imperial Pass, this fact long making them 

nervous. Now, some more setbacks appeared, a few signs, this immediately made some people anxious. 

“This shouldn’t be, did those creatures take action and interfere again? Otherwise, how could Imperial 

Pass have such a stunning genius? Only that Huang can be considered barely passable. I suspect that the 

one who took action is the descendant of those creatures, perhaps that place has been opened, and 

they are coming again!” There was a powerful ancient king race individual who arrived, speaking quietly 

like this, his worlds leaving everyone shocked. 

“Is there really that type of place? It opened again, and there are people who are coming over?” 

Another ancient king race individual was a bit doubtful. 

“Ah, my Feng’er, how could you have died?” A silver-haired middle-aged man rushed over, eyes red. He 

roared out, already going crazy. 

This was Martial Heavenly King’s grandfather, a Self Release Realm great expert, a great roar released 

from his mouth. He was a well-known heaven warping figure from their clan. 

Meanwhile, he was also the ruler of an area, someone who had killed how knew how many experts in 

Imperial Pass, to the extent where he even killed three great knights from Imperial Pass’ side. 

This silver-haired individual was extremely terrifying. He gave out the order that they had to find the one 

who did this no matter what, but of course, they had to recognize that person’s traits first. 

Hong! 

Golden light surged, as if a blazing sun descended from the heavens. This was an entirely golden Feather 

Snake. It wasn’t in human form, but rather revealed its original body. It was like a great golden python, 

but it had a pair of peng wings, exceptionally bold and powerful. 

“My children, you two were actually killed here. I still wanted to wait until you two rose to the peak, but 

you two died an untimely death. I will get revenge for you two!” 

This was the mysterious ancestor of the Feather Snake Twin Kings, an old python with a heaven-defying 

cultivation. He was also in the Self Release Realm, a fierce individual who was difficult to deal with for 

anyone under the Supreme Being Realm. It was extremely well-known in the great desert, because it 

had killed too many cultivators from Imperial Pass. 

The foreign side’s people went crazy, because five great young experts fell in succession. This was just 

too much of a disaster, the situation difficult to redeem. 

This was even worse than the events a year ago in Great Scarlet Sky Border. 



At that time, Huang killed ten king race youths alone, but there were only one or two who were close to 

the ten great experts. The others were still quite a bit off. 

Now, five of the ten Prides of Heaven were killed at once, this was simply earth-shattering! Even the 

older generation figures were startled, unable to sit still anymore. 

For the other creatures of the foreign region, especially the younger generation, today was simply like a 

day of darkness! 

The ones who they recognized as unrivaled, five of these Pride of Heaven were killed by a single person, 

this truly made one shiver with coldness. There was nothing more terrible than this. 

This region erupted with commotion. Large amounts of foreign experts gathered here, the clansmen of 

the five great kings all rushing here. Killing intent immediately overflowed into the heavens, streak after 

streak of sword light rushing into the clouds, splitting the sky dome. 

This place immediately became chaotic! 

In the distance, Imperial Pass’ cultivators faced this seriously, especially those great knights. They all 

stood at the very front, on guard against the foreign side going crazy. 

Meanwhile, at this time, even the auras of supreme beings pervaded outwards. There were people in 

confrontation, about to descend from beyond the sky! 

“Your foreign side really is weak. Just a few youngsters were killed, moreover by a single person, yet you 

all are already so irritable, not knowing how to take a defeat!” Someone shouted from Imperial Pass’ 

side. 

“What warlike races? Nothing more than this! If you have the skills, then send over one or two young 

supreme beings, they’ll be similarly killed without exception! In competitions of the same generation, 

you all are already lacking!” Someone ridiculed. 

When they heard these worlds, the eyes of the foreign side’s experts all became deep, revealing killing 

intent, as well as a wave of bone chilling coldness. 

Even though they really wanted to kill the culprit, they had to admit that these words carried some 

reasoning. They were warlike races, prideful down to their bones, always enjoying defeating their 

opponents on the battlefield. 

“Old ancestors, please head to the ancient lands and invite those Emperor Clans to take action! If just a 

single youngster comes, then he can defeat everyone!” There were foreign youngsters who kowtowed, 

pleading like this. 

It was because they were just too sullen. They were aggressive races, so how could they be willing to 

yield before others of the same generation? 

Previously, they didn’t want Emperor Clans to come out, because when a single one of those creatures 

came out, then the youngsters from other clans in this world could only bow down in respect, 

completely unable to stop them. 



However, right now, they couldn’t hold back anymore, urgently wishing for the Emperor Clans to take 

action, and then completely destroy the other side. They wanted the Emperor Clan youth to crush the 

most powerful youngsters from Imperial Pass under his feet, kill them all! 

“Please ask the Emperor Clans to appear in this world, this is a battle that belongs to the younger 

generation, I hope someone of the same generation can stand out, directly defeat that provocator from 

Imperial Pass!” 

The foreign younger generation all spoke out, bowing and pleading. 

Chapter 1442 - Long Journey 

In the great desert, there were still shouts of killing in the distance, battles still continuing. It was 

because the battlefield was too vast. 

Only this region was a bit strange, abnormal, both sides confronting each other. 

“Those from Emperor Clans can’t be invited out just because one wants to. When the time comes, they 

will naturally come out!” An ancient King Clan expert said with a sunken voice. 

He was berating those younger generation. Emperor Clans were unimaginable, they were isolated from 

the rest of the world, remaining in those ancient lands, for a single person to come out from those 

places every tens of thousands of years was already not bad. 

Shi Hao didn’t head to other places to kill the rest of the ten great foreign experts, he suspected that 

there was no way all ten would come, and even if they all came, he didn’t want to fight anymore. It was 

because he already took action again and again, if he pushed things further, he would likely be 

ambushed and killed. 

“Even if those from emperor races don’t come, that youngster can still be subdued. I refuse to believe 

that the number one or number two of the ten great experts will lose!” Someone from the other side 

said. 

“Indeed, brother He Ziming came out of seclusion to comprehend his dao! After crossing an 

unimaginable heavenly tribulation, he shares Ancestor He Wushuang’s brilliance. As number one among 

the ten great young experts, he can definitely defeat all in his way!” Someone said. 

In the distance, Shi Hao was moved. As for the He Clan, he always had his own questions. Just how 

powerful were they? He now understood that it still belonged in the king race category. 

He Wushuang’s descendant He Ziming was actually number one among the ten great king race experts, 

not simple, could be said to be an astonishing individual. 

“One has to understand that He Wushuang great one has even defeated Emperor Clans in the later 

stages of his life, becoming an unmatched existence!” Someone said quietly. 

“Wu, from a certain perspective, the He Family really is powerful. If He Wushuang great one takes half a 

step forward, he can lead this family into becoming this great era’s newly advanced Emperor Clan!” 

Someone said. 



In the distance, when Shi Hao heard their discussions, he was shaken up. He was underestimating the He 

Clan, turns out they were already not far from Emperor Clans. 

Of course, as for whether or not this clan can become an Emperor Clan, it didn’t have anything to do 

with the current later generation, but rather He Wushuang himself. He needed to break through, 

become an existence on the level of Anlan,and Shutuo, these types of beings. 

Currently, he was only half a step away! n--0𝚟𝖊𝐿𝔅In 

“If He Ziming continues to develop like this, perhaps he really will possess his ancestor’s bearing, able to 

transcend, enter an unmatched domain, becoming not weaker than Emperor Clans!” 

When He Clan was mentioned, the youngsters gradually became excited, feeling like they should invite 

He Ziming out, have him take action. Perhaps he was enough to defeat all of his peers from Imperial 

Pass. 

Only, a few people were worried. It was rumored that currently, inside Imperial Pass, aside from Huang, 

there was likely more mysterious powerful reinforcements. 

In their eyes, the creatures of the Nine Heavens Ten Earths weren’t that powerful. It was very likely that 

the creatures who interfered with the two sides’ great battle in the past appeared again. 

Everyone believed that it was this group of descendants who entered Imperial Pass, and that was why 

they were this powerful. 

It was to the extent where everyone believed that Huang might be one of those people’s descendants, 

coming from the mysterious lands! 

“Do those people really exist? Wasn’t it said to have just been a rumor, that there was no way to 

confirm this?” A youngster asked. 

Only, no one paid him any attention. The older generation king race individuals’ eyes were all deep like 

an abyss, extremely intimidating. 

Wu... Right at this time, a conch bugle horn sounded, calling for the foreign side to withdraw. Today’s 

great battle came to an end. 

It was originally extremely tense, in a state of mutual hostility, both sides going to fight to the end. 

However, now that the foreign side backed off, the creatures of Imperial Pass released a breath of relief. 

“Who is he exactly, the one who killed five great kings? Truly formidable!” The cultivators of the Nine 

Heavens began to discuss amongst themselves. 

“Do you even need to think about this? It’s definitely Huang!” 

“Not necessarily, I cultivated the Heavenly Ears skill, just now, I heard that there seemed to be a 

cultivator from the mysterious ancient land that entered my Imperial Pass. Don’t tell me that it is a 

creature from the restricted region?” 

... 



This day was destined to not remain calm. Even though they already withdrew from the battlefield, both 

sides were discussing on their own as they returned. 

For the other side, this day was too shocking. It was like absolute darkness, terrible to the extreme. 

In reality, this day, there was a storm that erupted within the foreign side after all. After He Ziming 

learned of this, he immediately left the pass, wishing to fight. 

Moreover, the deaths of the five great young experts left the five clans furious, all of them sending out 

experts, preparing to kill the offender in the next great battle. 

“Huang, I am waiting for you to appear in the great desert to cut you down!” There were people who 

shouted. 

In the other side, there were a few people who suspected that it might be Huang who took action. 

Of course, there were many people who held different opinions, feeling like it was someone else. 

Regardless, the other side couldn’t calm down, discussions carried out everywhere. The young 

generation were even more sullen, all of them wishing for someone to rush over powerfully, kill that 

bastard from Imperial Pass. 

However, all of this had nothing to do with Shi Hao right now. 

It was because along the way, he quietly left, not returning to Emperor City, instead heading to the great 

desert side. He turned into a wisp of smoke, quickly leaving into the distance. 

It was because after the battle ended, there were too many corpses. There were people who were 

cleaning up, raising coffins, and those who directly buried them, so it was quite noisy. Even if someone 

saw Shi Hao, they wouldn’t pay too much attention to him. 

Moreover, with how fast his speed was, few people could see him to begin with. 

It was because right now, three types of extreme methods were supporting him, he stirred on lightning, 

Kung Peng Wings, and Earth to Inches, his speed incomparably fast. 

This great desert was too vast. No matter how fast Shi Hao’s speed was, even after speeding along on 

the ground for who knew how many tens of thousands of li, he still didn’t free himself from this region. 

“En?” Suddenly, he was alarmed, feeling like something wasn’t quite right. He was being followed. Even 

though he didn’t see anyone, his intuition told him that he had been caught up to. 

This situation was extremely bad, there were no great knights and others protecting this place, so it was 

completely desolate. It was difficult to separate friend and foe, there was most likely going to be danger. 

Someone who dared to chase after him was definitely not simple. 

Moreover, for this person to not show himself even now meant that he most likely carried bad 

intentions. Otherwise, the other party would have directly greeted him. 

Was it someone from the other side, or was it a creature from Imperial Pass? 



Shi Hao felt that this person should have came from Imperial Pass, after all, he left from his own camp. If 

someone followed him, then that person came from Imperial Pass’ army. 

“This type of uneasiness really doesn’t feel good. He definitely carries bad intentions!” Shi Hao increased 

speed, becoming as fast as lightning, rushing towards the edge of the great desert. 

Finally, he arrived at the border of the great desert. A verdant horizon appeared ahead, exuberant 

vitality spilling out, plants luxuriant, wild beasts roaring. He was about to leave the desert. 

Hong! 

Right at this time, a large hand reached out from behind, fast to the extreme. 

The skies directly ruptured, crushed by that earthen large hand. This was unexpectedly a Self Release 

Realm powerful cultivator, one who was extremely terrifying, wishing to suppress and kill Shi Hao. 

He had always followed behind, wishing to see where Shi Hao was going, if there would be any great 

opportunities. Later on, when he saw that Shi Hao was going to leave the desert and enter this region, 

his expression immediately changed, hurriedly taking action. 

Otherwise, he might not be able to catch Shi Hao, because this region was extremely strange, easy for 

unexpected things to happen. 

“Break!” Shi Hao roared out. At the crucial time, he produced the Everlasting Sword Core, preparing to 

stake it all. The more pressure this sword core endured, the greater the power it released. 

Qiang! 

As expected, when that boundless great hand descended, the sword core shone with incomparable 

brilliance, releasing dazzling light, as if someone was ascending to immortality. A rain of light descended, 

surrounding the sword core. 

Yi? 

When that large hand descended, it actually hesitated, not directly slapping down, wishing to seize this 

sword. 

However, right at this time, a shocking change happened. At the limits of the horizon, there was a 

mountain ridge. There was a giant ancient tree branch that extended out, similarly covering heaven and 

earth, immediately rushing into the heavens. It smashed into that large hand with a hong noise. 

When Shi Hao saw this, he quickly put away the Everlasting Sword Core. He didn’t want anything 

unexpected to happen. 

It was because before coming, he already learned some things about this area, knowing some things 

about these restricted areas. 

“Unlucky, actually startled the Iron Blood Ancient Tree!” The one who chased over said with a cold 

voice. 

This was a Divine Medicine Mountain Range, a place with too many incomprehensible mysteries. There 

were several ancient trees at the front of the mountain that were as tall as the sky, protecting this place. 



They were Iron Blood Ancient Trees, originally having spiritual awareness, an extremely powerful race. 

Moreover, those trees had existed for an incredibly long time, almost reaching a great era. 

However, for some unknown reason, these Iron Blood Ancient Trees’ spiritual awareness was 

uncivilized, only having a type of instincts, different from other Iron Blood Ancient Trees who developed 

intelligence. 

However, there was no need to doubt their power. Not even powerful Self Release Realm cultivators 

dared to rashly face them! 

Hong! 

That large hand was blasted aside. The Iron Blood Ancient Tree split the heavens, the verdant and 

luxuriant colors carrying a dark red radiance. It was as if even the heavens could be supported by its 

power. 

That person stood in the horizon, face incredibly overcast, watching as Shi Hao entered the mountain 

range. He didn’t dare follow him in. 

It was because this place was too sinister, even supreme beings previously dying inside. He didn’t dare 

act recklessly. 

Chapter 1443 - Divine Medicine Mountain Range 

Shi Hao quickly charged forward, there was no way he would stop here. Only when he was far away 

from those Iron Blood Ancient Trees did he stop. 

In the mountain range, plants flourished, ancient trees towering into the heavens. From time to time, 

vicious beasts would roar, ferocious birds would spread their wings and circle in the skies above, casting 

giant shadows on the ground. 

“Who was he?!” Shi Hao stared into the distant skies, revealing a vicious expression. That person was 

extremely indistinct, difficult to see his true figure, deliberately hiding his true appearance. 

There was one thing that was certain, this wasn’t a youngster, or else this type of cultivation definitely 

couldn’t be achieved. He was in the Self Release Realm, an extremely powerful cultivator. 

Shi Hao’s eyes were deep like clouds, a wave of anger stirring within him. This should be someone from 

within Imperial Pass, yet he actually attacked him. If not for his speed being fast enough, and the Iron 

Blood Ancient Trees interfering, he would have definitely been hit. 

Great cultivators in the Self Release Realm, just how terrifying were they? If they truly hit him, if nothing 

unexpected happened, he would most likely explode on the spot, difficult for him to continue living! 

“What clan’s creature is he from?” Shi Hao asked himself. 

The other party came from Imperial Pass, belonging to the Nine Heavens Ten Earths’ camp, yet he 

actually targeted the same side, dealing with him like this. Shi Hao clenched his fists tightly, his face 

carrying cold intent. This was intolerable. 

“Who are you? Why do you wish to kill me?” Shi Hao transmitted sound from atop a mountain range. 



“Little brother, you overthought things. I only feared that you were in danger, worried that you would 

lose your life after rushing into the Divine Medicine Mountain Range. This is a dangerous location, so I 

wanted to lend you a helping hand.” A hoarse voice sounded, difficult to make out the true sound 

quality. 

This person stood at the limits of the horizon, becoming more and more blurry. He didn’t approach, 

fearing that the Iron Blood Ancient Trees would act out. 

Shi Hao’s gaze became cold, a wave of anger rising within him. This person clearly took action against 

him, wishing for him to die here, yet he actually used this type of excuse. 

“With your cultivation, if you wanted to kill me, then just say it, is there a point in trying to cover things 

up like this? From this, I can see that you are extremely hypocritical, an innate tendency.” Shi Hao said 

coldly. 

He couldn’t deal with this person before him, and right now, he was most likely going to be trapped 

within the Divine Medicine Mountain Range, so he could only ridicule the other party like this. Shi Hao 

sighed inwardly, his cultivation was still not high enough, or else he would directly slaughter his way 

over, capture this person. 

“Aright, since little brother actually misunderstands me, then you can just assume I came to kill you. It 

makes no difference.” That individual in the horizon didn’t seem to mind at all. 

Then, he spoke with a deep and cold voice, “Wu, let me offer you a reminder. The Divine Medicine 

Mountain Range is not some kind place, there are many people who went in to pick medicines, but 

eighty percent of them all died, never coming back out.” 

“I don’t need you to worry about me. If you want to kill me, then just come over, of course, on the 

premise that you can defeat those Iron Blood Ancient Trees. Otherwise, just get out of my sight!” Shi 

Hao said. 

“Heh heh, alright, since you are unhappy, then I will leave quickly. When the time comes, I’ll find some 

people to come save you.” After saying this, this mysterious person was surprisingly decisive, taking a 

step out. A great golden path reached out who knew how many tens of thousands of li, directly entering 

the depths of the great desert, thus disappearing. 

This was a reflection of profound cultivation and exceptional strength. Shi Hao was definitely far from 

being this type of people’s opponents. The other party’s level was too high, enough to suppress him. 

Shi Hao became quiet. Only when he saw the last bit of golden light disappear, did he turn around and 

walk into the mountain range. 

The mysterious person spoke the truth, this Divine Medicine Mountain Range was a danger land, normal 

people would most likely die here. There was a chance to lose one’s life around every corner, great 

dangers lurking everywhere. 

Otherwise, the divine medicines in this mountain range would have long been picked clean, how could 

they last until today? 



Divine Medicine Mountain Range, as the name implies, there were divine medicines planted here, 

moreover definitely not just a single stalk or two. Otherwise, there was no reason to have this name. 

“This place really is large...” Shi Hao was a bit speechless. After wandering around, passing over 

thousands of li, he felt like he was still strolling around the outskirts. 

He thought that the Divine Medicine Mountain Range was only a mysterious ancient land that produced 

ancient medicines in abundance, that it wouldn’t be too vast, but now, it seemed like he was mistaken. 
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“It can’t be as vast as the great desert outside, right?” Shi Hao was a bit dizzy. If things really were like 

that, just how difficult would it be to pick a stalk of divine medicine? If this place was boundless, it would 

be too hard to find. 

Of course, he came mainly because it was along the way. He wanted to enter the strange place 

surrounded by Divine Medicine Mountain Range, Heavenly Beast Forest, and Ancient Burial Region, 

these three places! 

This was the location recorded on the beast skin, unforeseeable things awaiting within. There was 

natural luck within that even the Nine Heavens’ restricted region’s lord desired! 

Originally, he wanted to find a suitable path while moving along the Divine Medicine Mountain Range, 

head to the secret land this way, but he ended up being pursued by a mysterious individual who wanted 

to kill him, so he couldn’t walk outside. He could only hide within the Divine Medicine Mountain Forest 

to prevent the other party from doing anything. 

Fortunately, after walking quite some distance, he got on top of an extremely massive mountain range. 

He activated his Heavenly Eyes, then gazed into the distance, roughly understanding that it shouldn’t be 

as vast as the desert. 

Xiu! 

A small bird threw itself over. It was only the size of a palm, but it dared to attack Shi Hao! 

At first, Shi Hao didn’t notice anything, just waving his hand out, but his expression immediately 

changed. This was a Self Severing Realm vicious bird, its attacks extremely ferocious. 

This little bird looked extremely strange, it had the head of a lion and a bird body, its body covered in 

golden stripes, quite unusual in appearance. When it rushed over, the void collapsed. 

Dong! 

Shi Hao went all out, not relaxing in the slightest. His fist smashed outwards, sending this small bird 

flying outwards. It crashed into a distant mountain peak. 

The rubble that rushed everywhere scattered the clouds, the mountain peak smashed apart. This small 

bird’s aura was terrifying, large rocks flying about as it rushed out from the smoke and dust. It 

continuously screamed out loud. 

In that instant, thousands upon thousands of these lion-headed, bird-bodied little monsters appeared, 

all of them incomparably vicious. They were everywhere, descending onto this place like rain. 



Shi Hao’s scalp went numb. There were actually this many of these vicious birds? 

The only fortunate thing was that when he carefully examined this place, he discovered that not every 

one of these birds were in the Self Severing Realm. Otherwise, there was no path of life to speak of at 

all. 

Despite this being the case, it was still extremely dangerous, because there were too many of these 

things, some Void Dao Realm and Self Severing Realm Devil Birds mixed within, secretly attacking. 

Shi Hao activated the Lightning Emperor Precious Technique, not holding back, unleashing a great 

massacre. If he didn’t take action, he might be devoured by them, so he attacked with full power. 

In that instant, bird feathers flew everywhere. A rain of blood scattered down, quite a few vicious bird 

corpses fell into the mountain region. 

However, soon afterwards, Shi Hao’s expression changed, because he discovered that the buzzing 

sounds in the distance were earsplitting, covering even the skies. He found this a bit hard to believe, just 

what kind of species was this? 

Shi Hao immediately turned around to leave. He couldn’t remain in this type of place at all, he wouldn’t 

be able to kill them all. If he really stayed behind here, he would become exhausted and die in this place. 

Moreover, he felt a wave of icy-cold killing intent. In the distant skies, there was a great mournful cry, a 

one zhang long Devil Bird. It was a similar form as the little bird he saw before, but it was much bigger. 

“Self Release Realm!” Shi Hao’s expression changed, immediately running. This was a dangerous place 

with too many unpredictable dangers after all. 

Chi! 

He directly entered the great earth, because he was worried of being chased after by the Self Release 

Realm Devil Bird. 

Hong! 

However, he underestimated that Devil Bird. Even from high up in the sky, with great distance between 

them, with just a flap of its wings, the nearby great mountains were collapsed. With a honglong sound, 

the great earth even collapsed, the black great cracks extending out who knew how many li. 

One had to understand that these were the Divine Medicine Mountain Range, Heavenly Beast Forest, 

and other danger spots. For some reason, the earth was rigid, great mountains sturdy, difficult to break 

through, yet despite all of this, he never expected to see mountain collapse as soon as he entered. 

Shi Hao’s expression changed. This vicious bird was far more powerful than he imagined, making him 

realize just how terrifying Self Release Realm cultivators were. Now, he was truly facing one. 

“Even the mountain ridges that are known to be extremely difficult to destroy have been flattened, this 

vicious bird cannot be faced head-on!” Shi Hao said quietly. After he made his way into the ground, he 

used an escape method, quickly departing into the distance. 



Only, this vicious bird was powerful beyond his imagination, directly smashing into the ground as well, 

pursuing him. It beated its wings, quickly chasing after him. 

Along the way, anything that stood in its path, with a flap of its wings, would be destroyed. Mountains 

broke apart, the ground collapsed, there was nothing that could withstand its power! 

Shi Hao was extremely fast, but he wasn’t familiar with the terrain at all. After going underground, he 

unexpectedly smashed into a strange region. There was a great domain here that restricted his speed. 

Hong! 

That Devil Bird immediately arrived, bringing its heirs, incredibly powerful, surrounding Shi Hao. 

Pu! 

Shi Hao coughed out blood. That Devil Bird’s wings smashed over, powerful beyond compare, destroying 

the ground. Even though it didn’t truly hit him, the boundless divine force directly sent him flying. 

“Truly savage!” Shi Hao turned around to run. There was no hope of victory, the difference between 

them too great. This was a gap that could not be crossed. 

He released a light sigh. Could it be that he was going to face a life and death tribulation as soon as he 

entered the Divine Medicine Mountain Range? 

In the back, that Devil Bird chased after him, the distance being closed. 

Shi Hao’s scalp felt numb. He rushed out of the ground, arriving on the servance. That mysterious 

domain immediately disappeared, and he moved with extreme speed. 

He fled into a quiet place. This place actually didn’t have plants, incredibly desolate, quiet to the 

extreme. 

On the ground were quite a few dried-up bones, a few skeletal remains shining. One could tell even 

without thinking too deeply that they possessed great divine abilities when they were alive! 

“En? A fragrance? It is so strong! Even from so far away, it still makes one feel as if they are ascending.” 

Shi Hao was shocked. 

Then, he looked into the distance. There were divine medicines running, speed extremely fast, moreover 

not just a single one, but rather a group! 

They were golden, purple, scarlet red, those medicinal herbs could move on the ground, run on the 

surface, this was just too strange. They were resplendent and dazzling, a rain of light spreading. 

That type of vitality didn’t match the peacefulness here. 

“I encountered divine medicine, moreover a group of them!” Shi Hao was a bit stupefied. 

Right at this time, the Devil Bird in the back also arrived in this region. However, it didn’t attack, its 

expression instead changing, turning around and leaving, not following over. 

Shi Hao was shocked. Even that Devil Bird backed off, watching him from afar, not daring to approach. 

What kind of place was this? 



He felt some hesitation. There were too many skeletal remains on the ground, some of heavenly deities, 

but even more of them belonging to Void Dao Realm cultivators. Apart from this, there were also Self 

Severing Realm cultivators. 

It was to the extent where he saw Self Release Realm corpse, deducing this from the imperishable 

remains and mysterious aura they released after their deaths. 

“Is this the center of the danger spot?” Shi Hao hesitated. 

He wanted to withdraw, but he discovered that the rear was cut off by that Devil Bird. It was constantly 

watching him, not giving him the room to escape. 

Right now, he could only move forward, only by making it through this place could he leave. 

At the same time, there was a creature that was moving across Desolate Border, passing over the great 

desert, entering this verdant land, and then into the foreign side! 

This was a creature from Imperial Pass’ side, right now heading into the foreign region. 

“Wu, this region truly is fascinating, heaven and earth essence too rich. Moreover, the great dao 

harmonizes so well with me, heh heh, it naturally suits me, a place of illumination. I am looking forward 

to the next meeting with them.” 

Chapter 1444 - Immortal Gold Creature 

Shi Hao went inside. This was a dried-up land, apart from the life force in the distance and strong 

fragrance, there weren’t many plants, everything nearby dried-up and lonely. 

Kacha! 

A few bones were crushed under his feet. These were divine bones. Even though they had a bit of luster, 

they were already starting to decay, unable to take even a single blow, even normal weight on them 

would make them break.  

Shi Hao was extremely careful, knowing how dangerous this place most likely was. 

In the back, that bird lingered about this land of death, pacing about. Its zhang length body released 

waves of demonic light, its eyes malevolent, continuously watching Shi Hao. 

The devil bird was looking forward to seeing what was going to happen, but also felt fear, its mood 

complicated, as if it wanted Shi Hao to touch something. 

Shi Hao turned around and gave it a look, and then resolutely advanced. Since he didn’t have a choice, 

then he was just going to go forward! 

Divine medicines were everywhere, too alluring. Shi Hao headed towards his target! 

Nearby, the ground was level, as if it was a small prairie. Not a blade of grass grew here, the ground hard 

and stiff, a dark red color, as if it had been soaked in blood. 

Meanwhile, in the distance, a mountain ridge cut across, verdant and lush. Those divine medicines ran 

back and forth like naughty children, roaming about the base of the mountain. 



“Golden Ginseng Doll, Flying Phoenix Herb, Coiling Dragon Flower...” 

Shi Hao’s saliva was even about to fall out. Even though he was still far away, there wasn’t much to hide 

after he activated his Heavenly Eyes. Those divine medicines were the real deal, their numbers not 

padded with spiritual medicines at all. 

This was exactly the same as how the ancient records portrayed it, all of them legendary divine 

medicines, astonishingly valuable! 

“One stalk, two stalks, three stalks...” 

Just a rough scan, Shi Hao already counted nine stalks. It was because they moved in and out of the 

ground, running everywhere, it was hard to say just how many there were. 

However, what he discovered so far was already astonishing enough. In other places, where would he 

be able to see nine stalks of divine medicines? A single stalk would be hard to find! 

It was because a stalk of divine medicine would consume all of the essence of a sacred earth, so there 

was no way for one place to nurture two stalks. However, this place completely toppled normal 

reasoning. 

“This is just one area of this boundless Divine Medicine Mountain Range. Don’t tell me that there are 

tens to over a hundred stalks of divine medicines here?” Shi Hao suspected. Otherwise, how could this 

mountain range have this type of name? 

He began to slink forward, because the divine medicines had long developed intelligence, having their 

own consciousness. They were extremely vigilant, they would escape if there was danger. 

He finally approached the boundary of this area, about to leave this barren place. He closed in on that 

verdant mountain ridge, those divine medicines still unaware, still playing around. 

Shi Hao was a bit dizzy, to the extent where he almost couldn’t stop himself from taking action. It was 

because these divine medicines were like children, giggling and jumping around right before him. 

There was a stalk of old ginseng that was entirely golden, extremely fat and aged, its face covered in a 

beard, on its head grass and leaves. This was a golden ginseng that had lived for who knew how many 

years, long becoming a divine medicine, running extremely quickly right now. 

That type of fragrance penetrated one deeply into one’s heart, making one’s entire body feel 

comfortable, one’s mind clear and refreshed. 

On the other side, there was a phoenix herb that was red like blood, looking like a phoenix that spread 

its wings, stirring a rain of divine light as it moved. When it ran, it moved lightly and gracefully, 

extremely beautiful. 

Of course, its medicinal fragrance was also exceptionally rich! 

“This truly leaves one full of desire!” Shi Hao grumbled. Then, he suddenly exerted force, rushing 

forward, moreover using divine force, preparing to take action and capture them. 

How could he return from this precious mountain empty-handed? 



He wouldn’t destroy the divine medicines, moreover, he wouldn’t damage their roots. Even when he 

needed them, he wouldn’t kill the chicken to get the eggs, as it was better to just raise the chicken itself! 

Only, would he be able to catch these divine medicines? 

Shi Hao was quite confident. With his strength, he should be able to suppress them. As a result, his eyes 

burned fiercely, as if he already saw the scene of those divine medicines entering his hands. 

However, right at this time, a shocking change happened. For some reason, this region suddenly shone, 

producing a strange domain that twisted time and space, making Shi Hao’s body tremble greatly. 

Then, from that completely barren dried-up earth, a stone mountain suddenly ruptured, and then 

magma surged, flowing outwards. 

Moo... A cow cry sounded, shaking the heavens above and earth below, making the void collapse. This 

was an extremely terrifying creature. 

Even someone as powerful as Shi Hao almost had his body broken apart. This type of sound wave was to 

intense, unimaginable. This barbaric bull’s roar was enough to shake up an expert directly to death! 

This was a golden bull, not made of a flesh body, actually cast from Ecliptic Immortal Gold. it was 

entirely golden, brilliant to an unimaginable degree, moreover possessing a type of great prestige! 

“Ecliptic Immortal Gold?” Shi Hao couldn’t help but cry out, moreover quickly backing off. He felt his 

scalp becoming numb. He actually ended up encountering this type of thing. 

In reality, this golden bull really wasn’t that large, only a foot in size, but the power was too great, 

enough to make one overlook its size, mistaken it for being as heavy as a golden mountain! 

In this world, there was Void Immortal Gold, Darkness Immortal Gold, Seven-Colored Multicolored Gold, 

and several other types of unmatched immortal materials. Ecliptic Immortal Gold was ranked with them, 

yet there was a such a large piece right here! 

One had to understand that a fist-sized piece of Immortal Gold would already be enough for one to lose 

their heads over it, risk their lives to struggle over it. However, there was actually such a large piece 

here! 

This golden bull was a foot in length, like something out of a fantasy. It was extremely large, enough for 

a True Immortal to refine an artifact out of without any fear of lacking materials! 

Shi Hao quickly withdrew, but this golden bull was chasing after him, releasing killing intent. 

“It is a living creature?” Shi Hao was alarmed. This wasn’t a man-made puppet, instead a creature with 

true life. 

Immortal Gold developed sentience, turning into a creature, this was something that had only appeared 

before in legends, something only recorded in ancient texts! 

However, he saw it here. This was definitely a terrifying creature, one who would make even peak level 

experts’ expression change, feel headaches. 



In reality, this wasn’t the first time Shi Hao encountered an Immortal Gold creature, just that last time, 

he didn’t see it clearly before it directly fled. 

Back then, when he was in the Three Thousand Dao Provinces, he had previously entered an ancient 

cave with Qi Daolin, discovering a Seven-Colored Immortal Gold creature. 

However, that time, they escaped quickly, while that Immortal Gold creature didn’t pursue them into 

the outside world. Otherwise, they would have undoubtedly died. 

Now, the situation was different. This creature clearly bore hostility, the foot length golden bull locking 

onto him. It released a barbaric bull cry, wishing to directly blast him to death. 

Shi Hao continuously withdrew, each time he moved, he would always shift out who knew how many li. 

However, this golden bull’s speed was also extremely fast, wishing to completely eradicate him. 

Hou! 

The golden bull roared, making the ground collapse! Moreover, the distant mountain rocks and other 

things all shattered, rubble rushing into the heavens. 

Shi Hao immediately flew out. Right now, how could he be bothered to pick divine medicines? His life 

was the most important, currently in great danger. 

This golden bull’s strength was immeasurably deep, just that his consciousness wasn’t that strong, a bit 

ignorant, not truly evolving into a mature organism. 

Otherwise, Shi Hao would have undoubtedly died. 

It was precisely because of this that its combat awareness wasn’t strong, only having a type of primitive 

instincts that made it want to kill Shi Hao, in this way protect its territory and the divine medicines. 

If its combat technique and divine abilities were heaven-defying, what chance would Shi Hao have? 

However, despite this being the case, it was still frightening, because this golden bull had existed for too 

long, possessing a sea of divine force. Just a random attack, even if it wasn’t a method, was enough to 

kill gods. 

Dang! Shi Hao suddenly tried something out, releasing precious techniques against the golden bull’s 

body. However, it didn’t move at all, completely ineffective. 

This was an Immortal Gold body, the sturdiest substance of this world, impervious to all disasters. Even 

if the world collapsed, it would still remain imperishable! 

Shi Hao felt a headache. Even without a powerful consciousness, it was still not something he could deal 

with. This golden bull’s body was imperishable, innately inextinguishable. Even if it just stood there, 

others still couldn’t do anything to it. 

“I will come back for these divine medicines. You... can just act vicious for now, I will come for revenge!” 

Shi Hao shouted. 

He immediately ran, fleeing for his life, disregarding everything. 



However, this Ecliptic Immortal Gold barbaric bull was too formidable. It gathered divine force, forming 

a great golden path, directly rushing at Shi Hao. 

It was like a bridge, connected to the destination, allowing one to directly rush there. 

“Escape in that direction!” There was unexpectedly someone who gave Shi Hao directions, leaving him 

stunned. At the same time, he was horrified, what kind of creature jumped out now? This Divine 

Medicine Mountain Range was too strange. 

Soon afterwards, he calmed down. That was an ancient tree, incredibly brilliant, the radiance it released 

divine and auspicious. This was a Heavenly Deity Tree that took root in the mountain ridge, secretly 

conversing with him. 

Shi Hao had previously heard the ‘White Tortoise Carrying Immortal’ long life medicine mention that 

there were four Heavenly Deity Trees in this world in total, that they were originally one body, but split 

up due to various reasons, becoming four individual bodies. 

Once the four stalks combined together again, they would completely transform, recover their true 

body. At that time, they would become a type of long life medicine! 

When that happened, its medicinal effects would be far more than just the additive effects of the four 

Heavenly Deity Trees alone, instead increasing many times, becoming an unmatched immortal 

medicine. 

Moreover, it would be an immortal tree medicine! 

One had to understand that long life medicines were extremely rare to begin with, from the past until 

now, they were practically nowhere to be seen. Meanwhile, tree type immortal medicines were even 

rarer. These four Heavenly Deity Trees, after merging, would become this type of mother body! 

Shi hao had previously obtained one Heavenly Deity Tree, always nurturing it in All Life Earth. It had long 

produced fruit, but Shi Hao never picked them, waiting for the day that he could combine the four into 

one, produce a long life immortal medicine tree! 

At that time, the fruits it produced would also transform, becoming immortal medicine fruits! 

There was a legend stating that that type of fruit might allow one to directly achieve immortality! 

It was rumored that it was precisely because it was this heaven-defying, being even stranger than other 

long life medicines, that it was divided into four trees. 

Of course, there was no proof of this, just some legend passed through history. 

Shi Hao ran according to the Heavenly Deity Tree’s guidance, running in a certain direction, wishing to 

break free from the golden bull. In the end, he discovered that the ancient tree’s guidance could only 

temporarily free him from disaster. 

It was because the barbaric bull was too sensitive, continuously chasing, actually directly following 

along. 



In the following three days, Shi Hao ran with difficulty, almost dying several times, suffering serious 

injuries. 

Meanwhile, a major event was happening in the foreign side! 

“Someone from Imperial Pass came to my side, meeting with great figures?” This information circulated 

between some King Clans, triggering quite the commotion. 

Someone was going to defect? Was this to open up Imperial Pass, or was it something else? 

Soon afterwards, more news were released that made the younger generation excited, especially young 

experts at the peak like He Ziming. All of them revealed cruel cold laughs. 

“Huang is in Divine Medicine Mountain Range, trapped inside!” 

It was precisely the creature who crossed Desolate Border, entering the other side who informed them 

of this information. 

“Set out, the younger generation’s chance to wash away our humiliation has come. We are going to 

gather in Divine Medicine Mountain Range and kill Huang, this person will no longer exist in this world 

from here on forth!” 

“Heh heh, someone sent a message informing us of Huang’s whereabouts, this truly is great. We are 

going to kill him!” 

Chapter 1445 - Dangerous Situation 

The foreign side was truly vast, many times larger than the Nine Heavens Ten Earths. This was precisely 

the reason why they had so many creatures, and as a result, the number of powerful individuals was 

also greater. 

The spiritual essence was dense, great mountains powerful, many areas secret lands that couldn’t be 

stepped foot into. Legendary authoritative figures resided here, some remaining unmoved for a larger 

half of a great era, but there was still no one who dared intrude into these regions. 

This was an undying land. Mist rose, making this place look mysterious and holy. However, there was a 

gray fog surging within, strange and sinister, releasing a bit of terrifying aura. 

“Heh heh, I wish you well, dao brother. We have received your sincerity, we will bid you goodbye in the 

elders’ place!” A powerful creature walked out, sending out a human formed creature! 

“Please, there is no need to see me out, I will head back now, still need to cross Desolate Border.” That 

person responded politely. 

“In the future, there will be many chances to work together, please properly stow away this tile. One of 

the generals from our side will stop you, this is Master Wu’s command tile.” The foreign creature said. 

“Many thanks!” The other humanoid creature accepted this pitch-black iron tile, carefully stowing it 

away. It was because this was an article that belonged to an undying being. 



“Dao brother does not need to act so politely, our two worlds will ultimately combine, we will head over 

in the end. When that time comes, we won’t forget dao brother and your clansmen.” The foreign 

creature smiled, patting his shoulder. 

If the people from Imperial Pass learned of this, they would definitely be shocked, and then become 

scared, because a cultivator from their side entered the other side, moreover conversed with those of 

the other side. 

“This meeting has made our side’s little brats quite happy, all of them already going crazy. Many of them 

have already set out for Divine Medicine Mountain Range in order to kill Huang.” The foreign creature 

said. 

“It is the thought that counts, I hope things go smoothly for them, that they can take Huang’s head. 

However, I must still remind those youngsters that Huang is not easy to deal with, they should not act 

carelessly.” The human formed creature from Imperial pass said. 

“Do not worry, there will definitely be a Pride of Heaven from the last generation following along. Heh, 

that youngster named Huang really has stirred up troubles for too long. This time, he will immediately 

be cut down!” The voices of the creatures of the other side became cold, long coming to a decision. 

It was because recently, Huang continuously seized great victories, killing young foreign geniuses, 

triggering a huge disturbance, leaving the young kings of the other side shocked and in hatred. 

It was to the extent where there were some people who developed fear! 

Then, there were eighteen ancient beasts pulling a chariot, bringing that person to Desolate Border, 

treating him with great respect, attaching extreme importance to him. 

“Wu, Huang is going to die, who wishes to head to Divine Medicine Mountain Range to see the show?” 

Right now, these news were not a secret among the foreign clans’ youngsters any longer, all of them 

discussing this. 

It was because previously Huang stirred up too much chaos, killing the foreign younger generation 

without giving them any face, making them continuously suffer defeat. The name Huang was one all of 

the young kings knew. 

“I fear that by the time we get there, it will already be too late, Huang’s head would have already been 

removed. 

“The Divine Medicine Mountain Range has many good things, but there are many dangers inside, it has 

always been a place where one went in but didn’t come back out. Don’t tell me that for the sake of 

killing Huang, we have to enter the mountain range?” 

“You are thinking too much, we are only watching from outside, that place cannot be rashly entered!” 

“But what if he hides inside without coming out? What do we do then?” 

“Then he has a death wish, the creatures inside will definitely end him, he will run out sooner or later! 

Moreover, even if he doesn’t come out, don’t tell me you don’t think our side’s brave men won’t go 

inside? There will definitely be people who will go inside to hunt him down!” 



Many youngsters from the other side were discussing this, yet there were even more people who long 

moved out, heading towards Divine Medicine Mountain Range. 

Divine Medicine Mountain Range had always been a dangerous place, for those who entered, if they 

didn’t touch anything, obediently hiding themselves, there was an eighty percent chance of coming out 

alive. 

However, once they set their eyes on the divine medicines, or they tried to seize ‘ancient treasures’, 

then they would be destined to die without a burial ground. 

Divine Medicine Mountain Range, this place had existed since ancient times, just as well-known as 

Desolate Border’s Heavenly Beast Forest, Immortal Remains, Sea of Loss, and other places. Even though 

comparatively speaking, it wasn’t the most dangerous place, it was still extremely mysterious. 

During these few days, the mountain range could not calm down, bull sounds shaking the skies, many 

mountain ranges collapsing! 

Inside a swamp, Shi Hao’s entire body was covered in blood, his body about to break apart into pieces. 

He was breathing heavily, in great trouble. That golden bull was unrelenting, not giving up until he was 

dead. 

Moreover, that bull was just too fast, because it possessed boundless divine force, magical force 

terrifying. Just any random movement could break through the world’s restrictions. 

If not for its consciousness remaining hazy, not truly becoming mature yet, it would have ended Shi 

Hao’s life a long time ago. 

This was precisely the reason why Shi Hao even had a chance to escape. He already saw that this foot 

long golden bull was even more terrifying than a powerful Self Release Realm cultivator. 

He exploited his surroundings many times, as well as the nearby creatures, distracting this beast this 

way, and only then did he escape disaster again and again. 

If the golden bull completed its evolution, its consciousness mature, it wouldn’t fall for any of this. Shi 

Hao wouldn’t be able to escape and wouldn’t have any chance of surviving. 

He rested for a bit, allowing his injuries to recover, and then he moved again. It was because he felt a 

world covering killing intent; that golden bull came again, impossible to struggle free from. 

As such, he could only look for his next shield, using this to preserve his life. 

Chi! 

This time, Shi Hao no longer searched on the ground, instead, he directly rushed into the ground, 

unleashing a slaughter underground, causing many underground veins to burst. He was looking for that 

Devil Bird from before. 

“Found it!” 

Shi Hao was happy. He spat out a mouthful of bloody suds from his mouth, because the pressure from 

the back was too great. He could already see a blast of golden light rushing forward murderously. 



Just this fluctuation alone already left Shi Hao shaken to the point where he was staggering, coughing 

out large mouthfuls of blood. The difference in strength was just that great, enough to leave one 

stupefied. 

Jiu jiu! 

Underground, it was as if a ghost was screaming. This was an earthen cave with many demonic birds, 

densely packed, most of them only the size of a palm. All of them were residing here, taking in the 

earth’s elixir. 

At this moment, when they saw an enemy barge in, they immediately panicked, every one of them 

surging with killing intent, beating their wings, attacking in this direction. 

The pupils of a giant bird in the very depths rapidly contracted. Of course, its so-called power was only 

compared to the other birds, it was only a zhang long, having a lion head and a bird body. This was 

precisely that Devil Bird who forced Shi Hao into the golden bull’s residence. 

The beating wings were releasing buzzing noises, there were too many Devil Birds here. At the same 

time, they rushed out from the underground cave, rushing in Shi Hao’s direction. 

Moo... 

A bull cry sounded, immediately making the underground world rupture, the earthen cave explode. It 

was extremely terrifying, this was the power of the golden bull. 

Right at this moment, thousands to tens of thousands of birds exploded, blasted by the barbaric bull 

sound until their body and spirits were wiped out, the scene terrifying. 

That zhang long Devil Bird’s eyes were ice-cold. It gave Shi Hao a look, and then released a shrill cry, 

ordering its offspring to quickly withdraw. Not even it dared to face the golden bull. 

Despite this being the case, the Devil Bird still suffered severely. The golden bull continuously roared. 

Even though it was only a foot long, it was even more shocking than a golden giant mountain, as if an 

indomitable giant’s might spread through this world. 

In that instant, there were tens of thousands of Devil Birds who exploded under its roar, completely 

blasted apart, not the slightest bit of suspense. 

Jiu! 

The zhang long Devil Bird really wanted to immediately kill Shi Hao, throwing itself in his direction, but 

Shi Hao didn’t feel any fear at all. He evaded this attack, moreover rushing in the golden bull’s direction. 

Of course, during this process, Shi Hao’s body was like smashed porcelain, cracking apart, injuries 

covering his entire body. 

Everything was because that golden bull roared like it went mad, the muffled sound something not even 

his body could handle, almost exploding as a result. 

Pu! 



That zhang long Devil Bird spat out a streak of divine light, blasting the golden bull’s body. However, this 

didn’t inflict the slightest bit of damage. Its expression immediately changed, quickly escaping, leaving 

this place. 

Moo! 

After a final bull roar, the earthen cave collapsed. Hundreds of thousands of Devil Birds died, completely 

exploding. Only a small half were able to escape. 

Meanwhile, at this time, Shi Hao was also in big trouble. The golden bull roared, blasting him until his 

body released blasts of blood from time to time, his entire body about to break apart. 

Finally, he couldn’t run anymore, falling onto the ground. 

It wasn’t that he wasn’t powerful enough, but rather that this golden bull was too strong. Its foot long 

body contained incomparable power, divine force boundless like a sea. 

If not for its divine will being somewhat lacking, relying on its unmatched divine force, it could have long 

dominated this area. 

Shi Hao sighed. Could it be that he really was going to die here? 

Right at this time, many creatures came from outside the mountain, all of them from the other side. 

They came from all different directions, wishing to trap Shi Hao within. 

“Yi, look, the Divine Medicine Mountain Range is really lively. What happened? Is Huang still alive?” 

“I reckon that he provoked some type of deity inside the mountain, that he is running for his life, 

currently in danger.” n𝗼𝑣𝗲.𝑙𝕓.In 

“Huang, are you still alive? Hurry up and bow down before us!” Someone shouted. 

Shi Hao was moved, he immediately thought of many things. Why did those from the other side come? 

Could it be that the Self Release Realm powerful individual who chased him before leaked out his 

whereabouts? 

“He has defected, told the creatures of the other side about my whereabouts!” in that instant, many 

things appeared in Shi Hao’s mind. He erupted with anger. The creature from Imperial Pass actually 

went this far, wishing to kill him, moreover informing the foreign side, communicating with them. 

His body immediately produced cold sweat. Someone sold him out, were they going to sell out Imperial 

Pass as well? 

This was not just dealing with him, but rather might produce a great disaster! This made his scalp numb. 

Something terrifying might be about to happen. 

“Huang, are you still alive? We came to collect you corpse!” Someone from the cultivators of the other 

side shouted, extremely unbridled, not hiding at all, believing that Shi Hao was already trapped. 

“Dao brother, we already entered the mountain, found Huang. He picked more than ten stalks of divine 

medicine, hurry and help us capture him!” Right at this time, a great roar sounded from inside the 

mountain. 



“Yi, our people went inside? Who acted this recklessly?” The creatures of the other side were shocked. 

“More than ten stalks of divine medicine, that is too shocking! Huang’s natural luck really is too great, 

how did he do it? Why wasn’t he killed by those medicine protecting creatures?” Many young cultivators 

from the other side felt like this really was inconceivable. 

“En, Fearless Lion and Gu Clan’s people aren’t here, could it be that they went in?” Someone said 

quietly. 

The other creatures gasped. These exceptional races were mentioned, for example, the Fearless Lion 

who previously belonged to the Nine Heavens’ immortal monk bloodline. Meanwhile, the Gu Clan was 

even more so not simple, in the past, they were ranked within the Nine Heavens’ Vicious Ten!” 

“Perhaps it is someone like He Ziming who went inside!” There was someone else who said. 

“This won’t do, there are more than ten stalks of divine medicine, this is a great natural luck! We should 

send people inside to take a look as well, get a bowl of this fine soup!” 

Rare ancient medicines moved everyone. Divine medicines were incomparably precious even on the 

other side, normally, they were grown within the medicinal gardens of the undying existences. For 

cultivators below, they could only long after them. 

“Don’t waste time, we want a part of this too!” Someone said anxiously. 

In reality, at this time, there was no way anyone went inside. SHi Hao was laying in a puddle of blood, 

difficult for him to even move. It was precisely him who spoke, using different voices to call out. 

Not far out, that golden bull approached step by step, not immediately dealing the fatal blow, its eyes 

flickering with brilliant light. 

Qiang! 

Shi Hao drew the Everlasting Sword Core. At the same time, he was quietly waiting, hoping that there 

really were foreign creatures who would come! 

Chapter 1446 - Group of Enemies 

Xiu! 

A bloody vine rushed out, wrapping around a foreign creature who entered the mountain range, and 

then it sucked the body dry, flesh immediately becoming withered. His essence blood completely flowed 

out.  

With a pu sound, he immediately turned into dust, the scene a bit horrifying. 

“Hurry and run!” Someone screamed out. 

When entering the mountains, they made sure to avoid those Iron Blood Ancient Trees, but in the end, 

they never expected to provoke the even more mysterious Blood Vines. This type of thing was the most 

troublesome, extremely bloodthirsty. 



The creatures in the mountains were all quite bizarre, their spiritual senses unclear, all of them hunting 

intruders through a type of instinct. 

These clans, despite being muddle-headed, were still extremely strong, divine force profound, 

immediately intimidating everyone. If they truly tried to fight them, few people would stand a chance. 

This group consisted of young experts from several dozen different clans. However, in the blink of an 

eye, four of them were killed. 

Pu! 

The one who was most unlucky had the back of his head pierced by a Blood Vine when he was running 

as fast as he could, his primordial spirit killed, body exploding on the spot. It was extremely frightening 

and miserable. 

“I really didn’t want to enter this blasted place, it’s too sinister!” 

There were several Blood Vines here, all of them extremely powerful. 

“Where are our Self Release Realm great cultivators? Did they enter? Why aren’t they taking action?” 

“They are over there, they ended up drawing the Iron Blood Ancient Trees’ attention, escorting other 

people inside.” 

There were Self Release Ream cultivators who hurried over, using ancient treasures to face the Iron 

Blood Ancient Trees, but they could only divert their attention, unable to deliver any real damage. 

“Heavens, Old Ancestor Mo Teng[1] is still alive, hurry and run!” Someone suddenly released a cry of 

alarm. 

It was because they saw that inside of a mountain valley, bloody mist was everywhere, heaven 

overflowing dark red mist surging. There was a giant that rushed out from the earth. 

“Hurry and run!” Someone cried out. 

“It is rumored that this was originally a creature from our side, just that for some reason, his spiritual 

core became hazy in Divine Medicine Mountain Range, spiritual awareness dying out, becoming a 

disaster.” 

The group of youngsters quickly escaped, filled with fear. This blood-colored Devil Vine had existed for 

an extremely long amount of time, if it didn’t fall here back then, it might have already become an 

undying existence by now. 

A vine rushed out of the earth, as thick as a mountain, crushing the mountains and valley, sending rocks 

flying into the sky. The blood-colored vine leaves released hua hua sounds, as if heavenly blades were 

dancing about, killing intent overflowing. 

Pu! 

This time, its speed was too fast, a slender and unremarkable vine silently rushed out, turning into a 

blood-colored spear, piercing through a Self Release Realm cultivator. 



That cultivator was rather decisive, immediately removing his left shoulder, a small half of his body 

separating out. He then quickly backed up. 

One could see the left shoulder that left his body quickly shrivel up, immediately withering away, finally 

turning into powder, fluttering and scattering away in the air. 

Old Ancestor Mo Teng was just this terrifying. If not for his spiritual awareness dying out, it would be a 

formidable great figure! 

The expressions of this group of youngsters who entered the mountains changed, quickly escaping, 

rushing into the mountain range. Fortunately, they didn’t encounter any particular dangers. 

Meanwhile, only one of the groups was even more unlucky than them, a small half of their numbers 

wiped out. 

Of course, there were those who were extremely lucky, not losing anyone, these individuals long rushed 

into the mountain range depths, closing in on Shi Hao. They could see golden light even from the 

distance. 

“What is that thing? Ecliptic Immortal Gold, such a large piece? Heavens! Even an undying existence 

would become shocked if they saw this. We have to bring away this supreme treasure!” Someone said 

with a trembling voice. 

When they came closer and saw things more clearly, there were a few who were shocked. This piece of 

Ecliptic Immortal Gold turned into a creature, this was extremely terrifying. 

“Huang was seriously injured by it, falling over there!” Someone said, quietly revealing a look of joy. 

“We cannot get closer, let’s watch the situation first.” This was an extremely careful person. 

“Are we going to watch just like this? Huang seems to have quite a few divine medicines on him. Are we 

not going to take action?” Someone revealed an expression of greed. 

“I just feel like this golden bull is extremely strong, our group of several dozen not necessarily its 

opponent.” 

“Impossible, Huang is even holding on by himself, not immediately killed, with so many from King Clans 

here surrounding this place, don’t tell me we can’t take this golden bull? You have to understand that 

the creatures in Divine Medicine Mountain Range normally don’t have a clear consciousness, could be 

taken advantage of!” 

Just as they were discussing, another troop appeared, closing in on this place. 

The golden bull was wandering about, not that fast, moving around Shi Hao. It didn’t immediately take 

action, because its golden bull eyes were staring at the Everlasting Sword Core, a bit shocked. 

“Haha, even Huang has a day like this, it truly is laughable. The glorious young supreme being of a 

generation has been subdued by a barbaric cow, almost killed here!” 

In the distance, someone arrived, mocking him, confident that nothing could go wrong. 



It was because the second group was an extremely exceptional one, with a Self Release Realm cultivator 

who followed them inside the mountain range. This was an extremely rare thing! 

In the past, powerful cultivators weren’t willing to take risks, not willing to come here. 

It was because this Divine Medicine Mountain Range was extremely strange. Those Iron Blood Ancient 

Trees, Devil Vine, and other terrifying existences mainly only targeted those with profound cultivations. 

Once a powerful cultivator entered, then they would be crazily attacked. 

It was to the extent where there was even a supreme being who fell after coming here! 

This Self Release Realm great cultivator successfully entered, naturally making them much more relaxed, 

feeling like they had confidence, everything within their grasp. 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything, only watching them coldly. 

“Wu, you came in for a few days already, yet still didn’t die, you definitely obtained great benefits. Hurry 

and offer your divine medicines already.” One of them said in an absent-minded manner. 

“Hurry up, we are still waiting to remove your head to bring it back for everyone to see. At that time, 

everyone will know that Huang is nothing more than this, dying in such a stupid manner!” A humanoid 

creature with a horn between his brows laughed loudly, ridiculing him. 

There were others who were staring at this golden bull, reminding the others to be a bit more careful, 

that this creature might be extremely dangerous. 

The horned humanoid creature didn’t seem to mind, saying, “You are thinking too much. This mountain 

region is so tattered, clearly experiencing a great battle, even Huang able to last such a long time, it 

can’t be that terrifying. With a Self Release Realm senior here, everything is already within our grasp!” 

“Not only can we take Huang’s head, erase all of our previous shame and strengthen my side’s prestige, 

we can also collect this supreme treasure Immortal Gold. This truly is great natural luck!” Someone 

roared with laughter. 

They were now completely relaxed, feeling like this golden bull wasn’t that strong. Moreover, its will 

was extremely frail, should not have gained sentience for that long. 

Right now, this golden bull remained extremely quiet, not releasing boundless divine force, because it 

continuously stared at that Everlasting Sword Core, looking at it seriously. 

“All of you were defeated by me, only now do you dare appear before me! If not for me fighting a great 

battle with this golden bull for a day and night, receiving serious injuries, as for you people, I would kill 

one if I see one!” Shi Hao finally spoke out. 

The people in the distance also calmed down slightly, all of them laughing loudly, walking in this 

direction. 

“Huang, even you have a day like today. You really don’t seem that strong? Why can’t you even defeat a 

small cow? It really is too unsightly.” The single-horned creature purposely mocked him. 



“It is just a foot long calf, yet it already seriously injured you to this extent, how laughable, haha! When 

we go back, everyone will know that the so-called Huang was nothing more than this, seriously injured 

and dying after fighting against a calf for a day and night, haha! I believe this will definitely spread 

everywhere, and you will become a laughingstock!” A creature with long blue hair and a pair of azure 

divine wings behind him mocked and ridiculed Shi Hao. 

Shi Hao’s expression was extremely cold, not saying anything, staring at them just like that. 

“Huang, are you mad? Haha, this type of expression really makes me feel great. The glorious Huang was 

so valiant in the border, killing my side’s Pride of Heaven, but now, he is no different from a dying dog, 

only able to await your death.” Someone laughed in an extremely brash manner. 

“Everyone, I must ask you all for a favor. I wish to take Huang’s head and bring it back to refine it into 

wine. Please don’t fight me over this!” That blue haired creature with azure divine wings shouted loudly. 

“No, this cup of wine belongs to me, I discovered this place first!” Someone shouted. 

The group fought with each other, laughing there in an unbridled manner. 

“It is just a head, you all can have it. I am more fond of this golden calf.” 

“Wu, I don’t even want the divine medicines, just give me a portion of this little calf!” 

Many people fought over the golden bull, all of their eyes burning with desire. 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything, staring at them like he was staring at dead people. Even though these words 

were ear-piercing, he didn’t mind them too much, only calmly watching. 

“Huang, you are so unsightly, not even able to deal with a foot long little calf. Just watch obediently 

from the side, watch how we deal with it.” Someone said with a smile. 

“No, take Huang’s head first to avoid anything unexpected happening. Senior, please keep the law!” 

There was someone who was extremely careful, moreover asking the Self Release Realm great cultivator 

to prepare for action. 

“Be a good little calf and stay off to the side. I will come to you soon. If you are willing to surrender, then 

we can bring you to see the undying existence.” Someone said to the golden bull. 

Only, those creatures that had just walked forward suddenly felt their bodies going rigid, feeling 

horrified. 

At this time, that foot long calf raised its head to look at them, no longer looking at the Everlasting 

Sword Core. At this moment, its pupils were incomparably resplendent, releasing an intimidating aura. 

“It... it...” Someone couldn’t help but cry out, feeling as if they fell into an icehouse, frozen from head to 

toe. Everyone’s smiles froze. 

“Huang, you actually dared to swindle us!” These creatures were shocked and furious, their expressions 

turning pale. Right now, they felt as if they fell straight to hell. 

Chapter 1447 - Killing Enemies 



The foot tall golden bull woke up, snapping out of its daze, no longer staring at the Everlasting Sword 

Core, instead looking at all of them. Its gaze was penetrating, as if there were two golden divine swords 

that flew over. 

“Hurry and retreat!” Someone roared out. 

Needless to say, every one of them felt the terrifying aura this creature released after it woke up, its 

gaze piercing, as if there were two golden divine swords stabbing over. 

“Hurry and withdraw!” Someone released a low roar. 

Even without saying too much, every single one of them could sense a frightening aura after this 

creature revived, one that penetrated directly into their bones. 

However, it was already too late. Just because the golden bull was quiet just now didn’t mean that its 

five senses were sealed, just that it was momentarily absent-minded. It had heard their discussion. 

This was especially the case when there were some who had set their eyes on it, wishing to refine it into 

an artifact, making it immediately erupt with anger. 

Moo! 

A bull cry sounded, muffled and oppressive. 

One could see an expanse of ripples spread from its mouth. Meanwhile, white smoke even more so 

surged from its nose. The barbaric bull’s roar erupted this close, producing a catastrophic result. 

On the other side, there was a foreign young cultivator who didn’t even have a chance to release a 

miserable scream before directly exploding from the ripples. 

There weren’t any bones left over, only a bit of bloody mist pervading the air. 

Ah... 

The others in the surroundings cried out, every one of their expressions pale. They had just faced each 

other, yet one of them was already killed! 

Quite a few people nearby coughed out large amounts of blood, unable to endure this type of attack. It 

was too intense, as a mountain-like hammer smashed down, crushing them. 

Sure enough, the golden bull roared again. A few more people in the surroundings exploded, body and 

spirit extinguished! 

This scene was too strange and terrifying. This golden bull was only a foot in length, yet it directly made 

a group of experts explode, not a single one of them able to resist. 

Figures surged one after another, wishing to escape. However, the golden bull rushed out, catching up 

to one of them with a peng noise. Its horns smashed into that individual, tearing him apart. 

Pu! 

Then, it smashed into another person, forcibly smashing him to pieces. It was just this powerful and 

direct. 



From this, one could see the difference between these people and Shi Hao. These people were 

immediately stunned, only thinking about running, losing themselves, which was why they died even 

faster. 

“Brute, you dare?!” In the back, that Self Release Realm cultivator roared. He was standing not too far 

away this entire time, watching this place. When he saw this scene, he activated a glistening yellow 

copper pagoda. 

Moo! 

The golden bull didn’t pay him any attention, chasing after an individual, trampling that person’s corpse 

onto the ground. 

“Collect!” The Self Release Realm great cultivator shouted. That copper pagoda descended, covering the 

foot long golden bull, moreover collecting it inside. 

When the others saw this, they inwardly released a breath of relief. All of them were covered in cold 

sweat, about to collapse. 

“Hurry and run, I cannot make it surrender!” 

However, the Self Release Realm cultivator’s expression changed at this moment, his voice even 

trembling, feeling a bit of flusteredness. 

Ka! 

An ear-splitting sound transmitted out. This copper pagoda directly exploded, a blast of golden light 

rushing out from within, immediately charging murderously at the Self Release Realm cultivator. 

Along the way, it crashed and bashed about, killing several youngsters. Right now, the golden bull was 

furious, the aura and divine force it released became much more powerful. 

“Hurry and withdraw!” The Self Release Realm cultivator roared. He wanted to try and withstand it, face 

the golden bull, immediately using six types of great divine abilities. 

There were foreign ancestral methods, as well as the Nine Heavens’ precious techniques. The 

mysterious methods were astonishing, magical force world-shaking. 

However, they weren’t useful. Just now, he used the World Within the Sleeve divine ability. When the 

great sleeve had just wrapped around the golden bull, the sleeve immediately exploded, his arm almost 

smashed apart. 

He also used an ancestral sword formation that continuously released nine thousand nine hundred 

ninety-nine streaks of sword light, all of them hacking into the golden bull. However, as a result, keng 

qiang noises rang out, sparks flying in all directions, but it just couldn’t inflict any damage. 

Shua! 

Immediately afterwards, the golden bull’s two horns left its body, flying out, turning into golden light, 

abruptly appearing at the Self Release Realm cultivator’s side. n-)𝓸-(𝐯)-𝑒-.𝗅-/𝑩(-1--n 



He wanted to stop it, but in the end discovered that his own ancestral method was scattered, precious 

artifacts blasted through, unable to block it at all. 

With a pu sound, his two arms were both hacked off. The two golden horns were dazzling like heavenly 

blades, just that sharp and unstoppable. 

This was extremely astonishing! 

The Self Release Realm cultivator released a muffled groan. His flesh immediately regrew, broken limbs 

regenerating, and then he turned around to run. He didn’t dare stay here any longer, if he didn’t leave 

now, he was dead for sure. 

As for the other young cultivators, they had long ran while borrowing the great cultivator’s stalling. 

However, despite this being the case, there were still close to twenty corpses left behind. 

Of course, some of the creatures only left behind some bloody mist, their corpses not even existing 

anymore. 

In that instant, the golden bull rushed into the distance, temporarily abandoning Shi Hao, starting to 

chase after the Self Release Realm cultivator. 

Shi Hao coughed out blood. This place became quiet. He quickly took some Lightning Tribulation Liquid. 

His entire body shone, and then he rushed into the distance, wishing to recover to his peak first. It was 

because there were just too many enemies. 

His entire body shone, bones releasing pi pa noises. He staggered along, blood flowing from the corners 

of his lips. 

After the last tribulation, after he ingested lightning tribulation liquid, he recovered extremely quickly, 

but this time, it wasn’t that fast. The main reason was because his foundation was injured, his body was 

in a dying condition. 

His body’s damage was extremely severe. Just now, when the other young cultivators exploded one 

after another, Shi Hao actually suffered even more damage, just that he forcefully held on. 

In reality, he already almost couldn’t hold on, his body smashed apart like porcelain, forcefully pieced 

together. This was only temporary, if he couldn’t treat himself any longer, his end might be just like the 

others, exploding into bloody mist. 

Injuries to his body weren’t anything major, but damage to his foundation was the root of the problem. 

Along the way, Shi Hao’s bones and flesh shone, but his expression was still a bit pale. His vital energy 

was continuously replenished, treating his foundation. 

Damage to the foundation could easily weaken one’s cultivation, leading to the death of the body and 

eradication of the dao. 

Shi Hao was always exceptional, but right now, he still frowned, because this was a type of torment. He 

had to stick it through, or else there would be major problems in his body. 



Fortunately, his foundation was deep enough, especially since he cultivated three strands of immortal 

energy and established the Sea of Reincarnation within his body. His flesh shone, scripture sounds 

released from within his body, radiance emerging in ten thousand streaks, covering him within. 

“Yi, where is Huang? He ran! Chase after him!” 

In that region where he was just at, there were some foreign cultivators who turned back, wishing to kill 

him, because they all knew that he was seriously injured. 

Just now, they were scared off by the golden bull, but they didn’t forget that Huang was in trouble as 

well. Those that were more daring came back to kill him. 

These people were extremely strong, one of them a Blood Mastiff, aptitude astonishing and incredibly 

sensitive. They chased over, quickly discovering Shi Hao’s whereabouts. 

“Huang, where do you think you’re going?!” There were eight or nine people who chased after him, all 

bold individuals. 

That single-horned expert and the creature with long blue hair and azure divine wings were within that 

group. These people had both spoken viciously before, ridiculing Shi Hao, the hostility they displayed 

great. That was why right now, they both participated in this pursuit. 

Hou! 

The Blood Mastiff took action, its mountainous body throwing itself over, great claws reaching several 

dozen zhang in length. It immediately covered this place, sharp claws flickering with gold radiance. 

“Get lost!” 

Shi Hao psyched himself up, raising his hand to face it, sending a fist smashing out. 

Right now, his flesh had already recovered, the only thing he had to worry about was that his source still 

had wounds. 

Ao... 

The Blood Mastiff released a long roar. Even though its body was massive, moreover being a Self 

Severing Realm cultivator, it still suffered a heavy blow. That claw was destroyed, blasted apart by Shi 

Hao’s single fist. 

“He has some skill, but he is injured. Don’t let him go!” That single-horned creature shouted. 

Shi Hao’s eyes were ice-cold. The Everlasting Sword Core was used like a crutch, propping him up. He 

coldly said while looking at them. “Even if my injuries are even worse, you all still aren’t enough to deal 

with me.” 

When he spoke up to here, his gaze became ice-cold, his entire body erupting with divine light. He drew 

out the Everlasting Sword Core, charging forward murderously. 

“A phoenix without feathers is less than a chicken, let alone the fact that you aren’t even a phoenix, just 

the descendant of those past slaves! You cannot stir-up anything!” That blue-haired divine azure-winged 

male said coldly. They all took action. 



The foreign side always felt a type of superiority towards the creatures of the Nine Heavens. Some of 

them were captured, some ancestors having their spiritual senses wiped out, turned into puppets, 

currently still in the other side, these individuals treated like slaves. 

It wasn’t that those in Imperial pass weren’t aware of this, but no one wanted to mention it, because 

this was the greatest humiliation. Their ancestors’ bodies, or to be more precise, their flesh shells, were 

still in the other side, turned into slaves. 

“Kill!” 

Towards this, Shi Hao only had a single world: Kill! 

He already knew that quite a few people from the other side came, that there were those from the 

younger generation, as well as great cultivators from the last generation. It was a perfect chance for him 

to sharpen himself. 

He wanted to massacre these people, and then advance into an even higher cultivation realm, give 

everyone a type of pleasant surprise, break through in this mountain range. 

Pu! 

Wherever the sword core passed, a rain of light would splash out. Shi Hao used Kun Peng strength, after 

clashing with the Blood Mastiff, he started with it first. 

When It sliced out it was not only sharp, it also possessed powerful magical force, spreading here, vast 

and powerful! 

That Blood Mastiff was the first to die, directly killed. 

At the same time, Shi Hao coughed out large mouthfuls of blood, because this stirred up his injuries. His 

foundation was unstable, so when he forcefully used magical force, it shook his body greatly. 

“Already about to die, yet you still want to retaliate? Everyone, be careful, don’t lose your lives in the 

process. Capture him!” That single-horned creature roared out. 

They didn’t want to throw away their lives. They all knew that Shi Hao was seriously injured, and that 

was why they wanted to take advantage of this situation. If they couldn’t kill the other party, instead 

losing their own lives, then that would be too regretful and not worth it. 

“Sacrificial Killing Formation!” Right at this time, that blue-haired youngster shouted. The divine wings 

behind him moved, making heaven and earth collapse, rock and sand fly everywhere, the first to lay a 

formation. 

They made ample preparations. When they came, there were some who brought powerful magical 

artifacts, some who prepared magical formations, wishing to encircle and kill Huang. 

This was precisely the group that brought a formation! 

Shi Hao’s pupils contracted. Even though he really didn’t want to, he still forcefully stirred up his source. 

The space between his brows shone, shining with incomparable brilliance, revealing the Lightning Pool 

Imprint. 



Hong! 

In the clear sky above, lightning appeared. Shi Hao used the Lightning Emperor Precious Technique, 

summoning heavenly tribulation-like lightning, the power absolutely horrifying. 

This was the highest profound mystery of the Lightning Emperor he currently grasped. In Imperial Pass, 

it had previously stirred up a great commotion, everyone previously petrified when they saw this. 

Now, he didn’t hold back at all, because the situation was dire. He used the lightning dao killing method 

precious technique to wipe out everyone 

This time, everything went smoothly, nothing unexpected happening. The lightning was concentrated, 

electricity interweaving, carrying heavenly tribulation aura. 

Last time, the reason he could use it was partly because of luck, but this time, it was purely by relying on 

his own achievements, the result of his understanding of the Lightning Emperor Precious Technique. 

“No!” 

When the concentrated lightning hacked down, those young experts were immediately horrified, feeling 

that things were bad. 

There were some who immediately ran, not daring to face this attack. It was because they smelled 

heavenly tribulation. 

“It isn’t true heavenly tribulation, just an illusion. Kill him!” There were others who wanted to fight. 

“I am already convinced that he truly is comparable to emperor race youth! He can stand within 

heavenly tribulation without perishing, if we fight against him alone, there is no chance of victory!” 

There was someone who cried out helplessly. 

“None of you will escape!” Shi Hao said coldly. 

Since he used his greatest lightning profound mysteries, shaking up his foundation, even making himself 

cough out a few mouthfuls of blood, how could he waste this attack? 

The electricity was dense, thunder noise deafening. Blazing streaks crashed down streak after streak, 

drowning out this place. 

Ah... 

Someone cried out miserably, a streak of lightning that was comparable to heavenly tribulation piercing 

his body, turning it charred black. A bloody hole appeared in his chest, connected from front to back. 

“Kill!” At the same time, Shi Hao rushed over. He raised the sword core like a demonic god. 

This was an absolute slaughter! 

Lightning covered this place, sword light overflowing. At this moment, nine creatures were defeated, not 

a single person able to escape. 

Chi! 



Shi Hao’s sword hacked through the single-horned creature’s skull, wiping out his primordial spirit. 

“Ah...” That blue-haired youngster moved his divine wings to resist the lightning, splitting the great 

earth with their power, wishing to escape. 

However, his wings were grabbed by Shi Hao, and then forcefully torn apart. Blood splashed out 

everywhere, the azure wings leaving his body. He screamed miserably, but couldn’t escape. 

Pu! 

Then, Shi Hao bare-handedly tore him apart, ending his life as well. 

The nine creatures were all killed, not a single person surviving. 

Shi Hao staggered as he left, saying to himself, “Not a single who entered can leave, all of you can just 

leave behind your lives here.” 

Chapter 1448 - Ecliptic Old Nest 

Shi Hao walked along the mountain path, staggering about with each step, the injuries he received really 

were too serious. His so-called dao foundation was wounded, leaving behind a scar from his flesh down 

to his soul. 

This was extremely astonishing, forget about him, even Self Release Realm great cultivators’ faces would 

turn pale from this type of injury, immediately fleeing into the distance to recover. 

It was because great dao injuries were the most serious. These were intangible injuries, difficult to heal 

from, resulting in a ninety-nine percent chance of death! 

In normal battles, all cultivators would shed blood, even if an arm broke off, a leg removed, it still wasn’t 

strange, there were things much more bitter than this. 

However, when they rested and recovered, they could completely recover from all of these injuries. 

When one cultivated to the Heavenly Deity Realm, one could already regenerate broken limbs, just 

needing time, requiring vital energy, essence blood, and other things. 

Meanwhile, once the foundation was injured, then it was extremely difficult. Normally speaking, it 

would accompany one for their entire life, and if it was a slightly more serious, then they were doomed 

to die, difficult to live through these injuries. 

It was because damage to the foundation would continuously exhaust cultivators’ life source, and it 

would ultimately lead to the flesh drying up, the soul withering away, continuing all the way until the 

body died, dao was extinguished. 

The so-called scattering of cultivation, started from the source. 

Cough! 

Shi Hao coughed out a mouthful of blood. The drops landed on the ground, splattering everywhere, 

many blood traces left behind the entire time, the scene extremely wretched. 



His body was originally about to recover, but it was all because he recklessly moved his foundation 

again, displaying powerful cultivation, that led to his body being further damaged. 

When the source was damaged, the flesh and soul would all be damaged as well. This was unavoidable! 

“It’s not like this was the first time, I will make it through, and my cultivation is going to climb even a 

level higher!” 

Shi Hao wiped away the blood from the corners of his lips, leaning against the mountain wall. His body 

was trembling slightly. His source’s injuries completely erupted, even standing now difficult. His back 

leaned against the ice-cold stone wall, body powerless, expression snow-white. 

These injuries exceeded Shi Hao’s expectations, flaring out too fiercely. Recklessly using heavenly 

tribulation would return a corresponding ‘karma’ to begin with. This power was a type of taboo, there 

were just too many legends related to it! 

It was rumored that the reason the Lightning Emperor’s achievements were so extraordinary was 

precisely because he gradually understood heavenly tribulation, displaying it in the heavens’ place, able 

to punish all living things, and that was why they died! 

It was because heavenly tribulation involved too much, not something just someone who grasps the 

highest profound mystery of lighting dao was able to activate. There were other mysterious and 

unknown aspects. 

The Lightning Emperor’s death was because the other side worried that he might grow to an 

unimaginable stage, and that was why they attacked with full force, taking action powerfully, burying 

him here. 

In reality, according to some ancient secrets’ clues, there should be some karma of ‘heavenly tribulation’ 

itself’ that was involved, and this might very likely be the main reason! 

“A mysterious power is affecting my body, damaging my cultivation. It immediately erupted so fiercely, 

seriously harming the dao foundation!” Shi Hao said to himself. 

He used the Willow Deity’s method to treat himself, moreover activating his Sea of Reincarnation. 

Methods that weren’t related to this era also displayed great use right now. 

The three streaks of immortal energy formed, winding about the Sea of Reincarnation, producing the 

three all life profound mysteries, creating life force, resisting the mysterious power that harmed his 

cultivation! 

If it was in the past, resisting this great dao injury would have been extremely troublesome, but right 

now, Shi Hao supported his body with several types of ancient scriptures, using methods from different 

great eras to produce a strange type of resonation. 

This was especially true with the Sea of Reincarnation, there was life and death, that place originally 

winding into a yin yang divine diagram. Right now, that Sea of Death was devouring the negative energy 

in his body, strengthening itself. 

Meanwhile, the Sea of Reincarnation’s ‘Wheel of Life’ was also spinning, severing the dark energy within 

his body, forcing it into the Sea of Death, moreover using great life essence to nourish his body. 



Hong! 

Suddenly, a wave of terrifying power rebounded, almost making the Sea of Reincarnation collapse. It 

scattered the three strands of immortal energy, making even those ancient scriptures stop operating. 

Shi Hao coughed out a mouthful of blood that carried a black color. It was extremely frightening, making 

his expression change. 

He raised his head towards the sky. Was this a bit of that hidden karma power? He didn’t really believe 

this type of thing, but right now, he became a bit doubtful. 

“What blasted thing is this? I will exterminate all of it sooner or later!” Shi Hao said coldly. 

He began to think to himself, back to when he was in the lower realm’s eight regions. The little pagoda 

had frequently spoke the word ‘karma’, even speaking about the so-called ‘balance’. At that time, when 

he was still a small cultivator and trying to carry out an exchange, it was precisely to avoid some type of 

karma. 

Could it be that when one’s strength reached a certain point, there really was this type of thing?! 

“But I don’t believe any of this!” Shi Hao said to himself, as if he was strengthening his conviction. 

“Anything that blocks my path, I’ll just cut it down!” Shi Hao’s eyes were resolute. He stared into the 

void, as if he wanted to see through something! 

He was doubtful inside. Could it be that it really was because he crossed heavenly tribulation last time, 

so he was contaminated by a type of power he shouldn’t have provoked? Regardless of whether it was 

the Lightning Pool or the essence of the immortal killing guillotine, they both exceeded normal 

reasoning. 

Perhaps this truly touched upon something! 

Only, this was just too hard to pinpoint, practically no proof that this type of irregular power existed. 

That was why Shi Hao still didn’t really believe it. 

Shi Hao took a deep breath, recalling the little pagoda, and also Willow Deity. Just where did that pure 

white bone gate lead? Where were they now? 

There were too many questions. He really wanted to see those two, would they be able to reunite? 

Without a doubt, Willow Deity had forgotten too much, no longer Immortal Ancient’s ancestral guardian 

spirit. It had previously broken apart apart, reborn after bathing in the flames of thunder. Later on, it 

suffered a disaster again, turning into a seed, reborn in the world, growing up again. After this type of 

rebirth, not much of its old memories were left, to the extent where they no longer existed. 

It was always searching for something! 

“I have to recover quickly!” Shi Hao said to himself. This mountain range was too dangerous, he couldn’t 

continue like this, or else he was going to die. 



Shi Hao firmly believed that he could make it through. Back then, in the lower realm, he had previously 

suffered the curse power of the green copper rust, his great dao foundation completely destroyed, 

believed to be dead, his body buried outside Stone Village. 

That time, he had used up an entire year of time before reviving from death! 

“I will recover just the same now!” Shi Hao believed firmly. 

At the same time, this also signified an opportunity. Once he prevailed over this dao injury, recovering 

his foundation, it would be like a rebirth through flames, ascending to a higher level. Regardless of 

whether it was one’s cultivation realm, strength, or the most meaningful potential and other things, 

they would all completely transform, upgraded to the greatest extent! 

However, right now, there was a problem. His cultivation was too deep, this was a good thing, and this 

was also a bad thing. 

When one’s cultivation realm was high, it allowed one to have more strength to resist dao injuries, 

prevent the body from being destroyed. 

However, there were two sides to everything. Light wounds was one thing, one could quickly recover 

from them, but once the injuries exceeded a certain limit, then the meaning became completely 

different. 

At that time, recovery also became more difficult. 

There were some who said that Self Release Realm cultivators, once they had great dao injuries, there 

was hope of recovering from light injuries, but the serious ones signified despair, destined for death! 

As for Supreme Being Realm, once the damage to the source was severe, then there wasn’t a trace of 

hope, one could only wait for death! 

“Compared to before, it is harder to recover from injuries, but once I make it through, the returns 

should also be greater!” Shi Hao took in and released energy, harmonizing with the spiritual essence of 

heaven and earth. Pure white world essence moved in and out of his mouth and nose, winding about 

himself, as if several pure white True Dragons were moving about. 

A moment later, he stood up. After suppressing his great dao injuries a bit, he quickly left this place. 

It was because this place wasn’t safe, others might find him. He needed to find a peaceful place to nurse 

himself. 

Shi Hao turned into a wisp of smoke, his speed too fast. Even though his source suffered damage, he 

was still supported by terrifying strength, speeding along like a streak of lightning, not affected. 

He entered a desolate land, the ground cold, hard, and blood red. This place was silent, countless divine 

bones all over the ground, all of them releasing a faint radiance, extremely terrifying. 

This was the golden bull’s place of residence, Shi Hao returned again. He wanted to hide in its old nest! 



It was because in Shi Hao’s opinion, even though there were many foreign creatures who came here, 

there weren’t that many in the Self Release Realm, which was why their current degree of danger didn’t 

exceed the golden bull. 

This place was quiet. Even though the golden bull left, no creatures dared invade and loot its nest. 

Apart from this, those divine medicines were all gone, the dried earth’s very depths connected to a 

verdant mountain range. The divine medicines and other things should all be hiding inside there. 

Shi Hao naturally came here because he wanted to pick a few stalks of divine medicines. These were 

beneficial towards his great dao injuries, because they carried long life substance. 

At the same time, he also wanted to obtain that Heavenly Deity Tree. If it really was like the legends, 

four ancient trees become one, then that would be a long life immortal medicine! 

This place was quiet, regardless of whether it was the divine medicines or that ancient tree, they were 

nowhere to be seen, not a bit of aura left. 

Shi Hao frowned. He tested things a bit, wishing to enter the verdant mountain range, but there was a 

mysterious domain here. Forcefully entering made him feel like he fell into a swamp, his movements 

becoming severely restricted. 

He backed off, not forcing his way through, instead entering a cracked stone mountain in the desolate 

area. The golden bull came out precisely from this place, so he wanted to temporarily use this place to 

recover. 

The golden bull shouldn’t come back for some time. With its vengeful nature, it most likely wouldn’t 

stop until all of the offenders were slaughtered clean. n/(𝔬.-𝐕.)𝑬-/1/.𝕓/)1)-n 

There were quite a few foreign cultivators who rushed in, so things were definitely going to become 

lively now! 

“This is...” When Shi Hao entered, he was shocked. There was an underground cave in the mountain that 

led down, entering the depths of the earth. There were caves everywhere, this place actually carrying a 

wave of mysterious great dao power. 

The cavern wall was a light golden color, glistening and shining. There was a type of divine and 

auspicious aura spreading, as if he was before an unmatched immortal treasury. 

Shi Hao was inwardly shaken. He felt like this place was extremely unusual. After carefully examining the 

rock walls, he discovered that it completely matched what was recorded in bone books. This type of 

stone was used to wrap around Ecliptic Immortal Gold, ‘Ecliptic Stone’ that produced Ecliptic Immortal 

Gold. 

This thing was extremely precious to begin with, possessing powerful spirituality. Otherwise, how could 

it hold and produce unmatched Immortal Gold? 

Shi Hao’s heart was pounding, his breathing a bit rough. This much Ecliptic Stone was too rare, much 

more than what was recorded in bone books. 



The entire underground cave was made of Ecliptic Stone, was the Immortal Gold produced really just a 

foot in length? 

Shi Hao really began to wonder if there was more Ecliptic Immortal Gold here, to the extent where there 

might even be a piece larger than the golden bull. This was especially since there was a type of 

mysterious great dao power here. 

“Could it be that this isn’t the only creature? Apart from the golden bull, there are other creatures 

produced here?” Shi Hao said to himself. His pupils rapidly contracted. 

Perhaps there was unimaginable great natural luck here! 

There was so much Ecliptic Stone here, so it wouldn’t be surprising for there to be some type of 

immortal item produced at all! 

Soon afterwards, Shi Hao found the golden bull’s nest. There was a golden pool flowing with golden 

liquid, immortal essence energy surging in this place, just too rich. 

Shi Hao was immediately stunned, and then he was incredibly shocked. 

There was even this type of thing? What kind of place was this? 

Chapter 1449 - Immortal Golden Elixir 

The Ecliptic Stone wall was full of holes. A mysterious small pool rested before him, as if the sun itself 

melted, becoming liquid. It was dazzling gold, auspicious and warm. 

What was this? It contained endless life force! 

Shi Hao immediately rushed forward to carefully examine it. He was now sure that this was the 

birthplace of Ecliptic Immortal God, and if his suspicions were correct, the golden bull was born here. 

This elixir’s spiritual nature was too rich, actually releasing immortal dao energy. As he stood here, he 

felt as if he was going to ascend to immortality within surging multicolored light, even making Shi Hao’s 

flesh and soul tremble. 

“This is the place of origin!” Shi Hao was stirred up, even his breathing rushed. Normally speaking, after 

this type of natural luck produced a living creature, it would dry up, so how did it still release such 

overflowing life force? 

One had to understand that this was the place where Immortal Gold creatures were produced, the life 

force dried-up. How was this place still able to possess such exuberant life force? 

One had to understand that this was the place where the Immortal Gold creature was produced, the life 

force within it unimaginable, otherwise, how could it turn the toughest metal body into a living 

creature?! 

There were some ancient people who said that the value of this type of place might be even higher than 

Immortal Gold itself! 

As a result, Shi Hao was overwhelmed by emotions, feeling like he discovered a heavenly treasure. This 

little pool was comparable to an immortal treasury, just too mysterious, its value endless for him! 



Shi Hao carefully studied it, examining it. He was incredibly shocked, this place might very well be 

extremely extraordinary. 

It was because after he carefully touched it, he discovered that within the pool formed from Ecliptic 

Stone, there were some patterns that were extremely mysterious, not looking like they were naturally 

formed, instead looking like immortal methods. 

“The reason why a golden bull could be produced wasn’t because of natural evolution, but rather 

produced because of the patterns carved by an immortal?” Shi Hao became doubtful. 

Perhaps this underground region previously had a True Immortal residing within, leaving behind some 

things, turning this into a land of natural luck. 

Under ka ka sounds, Shi Hao’s body shrunk for the sake of entering the small pool. 

It was because this pool was too small, only a square foot in size. The golden bull laying inside was fine, 

but if he went inside himself, it was definitely too narrow. 

Putong! n).𝗼-/𝐯(.𝓮..𝒍--𝓑).I--n 

Shi Hao’s figure became smaller, and then he entered the pool, immediately feeling an exuberant life 

source, as well as a wave of great dao aura pervading the air. 

“Just what kind of ancient people carved these patterns? Or were they naturally formed?” Shi Hao said 

to himself. He caressed it again and again, but just couldn’t be sure. 

However, now wasn’t the time to think too much. He unexpectedly saw this place of natural luck, if he 

didn’t seize this chance to treat his injuries, he would be letting this immortal cave down. 

Shi Hao no longer remained distracted, sitting down in the middle. This type of feeling was extremely 

wonderful, his injured body’s condition no longer worsening. 

His great dao source was wounded, continuously hacking at his flesh, injuring his soul. Even though it 

wasn’t extremely intense, it was still heading in a bad direction. However, now, it was stopped. 

It wasn’t that this golden elixir could heal his great dao injuries, but rather that the essence it contained 

was too rich, able to nurture the flesh and soul, counteract the damage transmitted from his source. 

Injuries to one’s foundation still needed to be dealt with from the dao core! 

Hu! A blast of essence was released from Shi Hao’s mouth and nose, carrying immortal dao aura. He 

became more and more shocked, this pool really was formidable! It wasn’t an illusion but truly 

unimaginable. 

If he wasn’t injured and cultivated here, it would definitely be half the effort with twice the results. This 

really was a source of natural luck! 

Yi? 

After who knew how much time had passed, Shi Hao felt his mind become clear and refreshed. The 

damage brought by the corrosion of his flesh and soul was smoothed out, moreover, he felt like his 

current condition was excellent. 



Of course, if he left this place, his source would still continue to bring harm. 

Meanwhile, right at this moment, he sensed something strange. There was a small crack at the bottom 

of the pool, the golden liquid originating precisely from there. 

“This is...” Shi Hao was shocked, finding this inconceivable. 

He thought that this pool was the place of origin, but only now did he find that the source was 

underground, even deeper, that the golden elixir came from below. 

Shi Hao felt an urge to dig up this place, explore all the way down, see just what the source was like, just 

how much golden liquid there was! 

In his opinion, this thing wasn’t inferior to an immortal elixir, because it contained immortal dao energy 

to begin with, the life force unimaginable. It could enchant ordinary steel, turn stones into living 

creatures. 

Only, when his divine senses followed the fine crack down, he felt a sharp pain, as if he encountered the 

most powerful flame, as if he was burned. 

Underneath the ground, at first, everything was hazy, but when he approached closer, there was 

immediately dazzling light released. It was too resplendent! 

Shi Hao was shocked. Just what kind of place was this? What was there inside there? Why couldn’t he 

get closer? It actually stopped his divine senses, piercing and injuring him. 

Shi Hao quickly backed up, carefully experiencing everything. He sensed that the great dao aura he felt 

previously originated precisely from under the ground, located in the underground depths. 

He broke out into a cold shiver, on guard against that wave of power, full of precaution. 

“Is this a dangerous place or not? What if there is a creature underneath as well? That would be 

extremely troublesome!” This was what Shi Hao thought. He was a bit worried. 

It was because even if the golden bull left, no other creatures invaded this place, trying to occupy its 

nest. It was clear that this place was unordinary, having the power to intimidate all of the other 

creatures. 

However, after Shi Hao entered, obtaining this golden liquid’s life energy, he still didn’t encounter 

danger, and there wasn’t any power that attacked him either. 

“Forget it, opportunities are rare. I’ll recover first!” Shi Hao began to focus on absorbing the secret force 

the golden liquid underground contained. 

Weng! 

Every inch of his flesh was trembling, because the vital power was too rich. This golden elixir was one of 

the main factors in producing that golden bull. 

Shi Hao felt the three strands of immortal energy within his body begin to operate because of this, 

appearing on their own. Perhaps it was due to the fact that this little pool was rich with immortal dao 

energy. 



“It really is strange!” 

Shi Hao hesitated. When he didn’t use the three strands of immortal energy, they were scattered to 

nurture his flesh, allowing them to grow roots, gradually strengthen. 

In this place, the three strands of immortal energy actually condensed on their own. Then, they 

scattered again, this cycle continuing. They became endless strands of even finer light, rushing about 

within his body. 

“This golden elixir really is this heaven-defying?” Shi Hao was bewildered. It was because he had tried 

many different methods to try and nurture immortal energy, but in the end, they all failed, yet the 

immortal energy strands actually became this lively here. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, the inside of his body trembled intensely. The three strands of immortal energy were 

scattered by the impact, the fine light within all escaping, entering his flesh and bones again. 

A streak of extremely blurry white energy appeared, rising within his abdomen. It was extremely faint, 

almost as if there wasn’t anything there! 

However, Shi Hao knew that it really existed, just that it was too faint, not clear, almost being 

overlooked. 

Then, he saw the golden elixir surge in the little pool, the immortal dao aura within continuously 

extracted, quickly entering his abdomen. 

This extremely faint, almost nonexistent white energy replaced the three strands of immortal energy, 

absorbing the mysterious power. A subtle transformation had taken place. 

Shi Hao was still confused at first, a bit dumbstruck, what was this? Could it be that even the three 

strands of immortal energy were pushed aside? He actually didn’t even know when this ‘monster’ took 

up residence within him! 

However, as he observed this process, he gradually developed a bit of a familiar feeling. This thing 

couldn’t be considered unfamiliar, of the same origin as the three strands of immortal energy! 

“When did I obtain another strand of immortal energy?” He was a bit confused. 

As the secret force of the Immortal Gold Elixir was absorbed into his body, this streak of white energy 

became a bit more real. Shi Hao was as bit stunned, this was just like a fourth strand of immortal 

energy! 

Suddenly, Shi Hao was shocked, waking up. It was because he recalled something from the past, 

understanding a bit. 

Back then, when he was breaking through with difficulty, almost dying in the process, there was a streak 

of immortal energy that was produced. It really was too difficult, he almost died right there and then. 



Shi Hao clearly remembered that there was one time where he succeeded, producing a streak of 

immortal energy, but in the final moments, something unexpected happened, failing at the last hurdle. 

The immortal energy scattered, entering his body, not appearing again. 

Could this be that streak? 

It... actually appeared again today! 

However, immediately afterwards, Shi Hao broke into a cold shiver once more, because after recalling 

this matter, he thought of many things, feeling like the situation wasn’t too good. 

It was because back then, he missed out on that first streak of immortal energy, even grumbling to 

Great Elder about this. If that streak of immortal energy didn’t disappear, wouldn’t he have four strands 

of immortal energy? 

As a result, at that time, Great Elder Meng Tianzheng was extremely shocked, telling him some things. 

In reality, no matter who wanted to cultivate immortal energy, they would always lose the first streak, 

just not no one was truly able to see that strand. 

Meanwhile, Shi Hao actually saw the first strand, this was a bit inconceivable. According to what Great 

Elder said, that strand was normally extremely faint, formless, it wouldn’t appear. 

Everyone would lose it after obtaining it, wouldn’t know of its existence. This was an inevitable secret 

process. 

It was precisely because there was this process that one could truly acquire immortal energy after. 

According to what Great Elder said, that was a streak of source energy that would escape sooner or 

later, just temporarily remaining within the body so that other immortal energy imprints could be 

produced. It was just like the so-called dao brings one, this was precisely that ‘one’, it couldn’t be 

grasped. 

One to two, two to three, three to all things. One could hope for three strands of immortal energy, but 

in the end, it would depend on whether one could successfully seize them. 

Even so, the three strands of immortal energy were all produced by the imprints left by the source 

energy. 

According to normal reasoning, that streak of source energy was impossible to see, difficult to perceive. 

Meanwhile, Shi Hao was actually able to perceive it back then, moreover making it completely solidify, 

make it remain, this left Great Elder extremely shocked. 

If Great Elder was here right now, seeing Shi Hao make it appear once more, he would definitely be 

stupefied, and then become terrified. 

“Great Elder previously told me that it was good if this thing was lost, because if this thing is left behind, 

that would be what is terrifying, it would cut me down in the end.” Shi Hao said to himself. 

This was the warning Great Elder gave him, previously informing him of this terrifying thing. 



According to what Great Elder said, this streak of source energy shouldn’t have been acquired, because 

it was something that should have ran. Once one was too greedy, forcefully keeping it behind, vainly 

trying to obtain it, then there would definitely be consequences in the future, one would be tangled 

together with it. 

“That streak of immortal energy can be called origin energy, if one truly wishes to obtain it, nurture it, it 

will most likely become a chain that strangles oneself, it will kill oneself!” Great Elder said this before in 

an extremely serious manner. 

This wasn’t natural luck, instead more so a death symbol, something that took lives! 

It was because there was some natural luck that shouldn’t be obtained, some karma that shouldn’t be 

taken on, couldn’t be withstood! 

Shi Hao was a bit speechless. That origin energy from back then actually appeared again, not scattering. 

It didn’t run away? 

At the same time, he became even more doubtful. Just what kind of thing was there underground, 

actually able to produce this type of golden liquid, making this streak of white energy appear again?! 

“My source was seriously damaged to begin with, and now, there’s this damn origin energy...” Shi Hao 

felt a headache. However, soon afterwards, the expression in his eyes became firm. Since it appeared, 

then he’ll just keep it! 

“What is there underground that can actually nurture origin energy?” Shi Hao really was curious. He 

decided he was going to investigate further, get to the bottom of this, see just what was hidden here. 

Chapter 1450 - Another Cave 

What rested underground possessed fatal allure for Shi Hao. To even be able to nurture origin energy, 

moreover strengthen it, this really was unimaginable. 

He took a deep breath. He absorbed the Immortal Gold Elixir to adjust himself to his best condition, but 

he discovered that a larger half of the essence was seized by the origin energy within his body. 

However, this was still enough, because while sitting in this place for a long time, the injuries of his flesh 

and soul had already healed, there already weren’t many problems left. 

An hour later, Shi Hao was still sitting in the golden pool. He reached out with a streak of divine 

consciousness again. This time, he had to investigate further no matter what. 

The crack at the bottom of the pool was extremely small, but for his divine will, this wasn’t a hindrance. 

His divine senses extended down, seeping underground, just as if Shi Hao’s true body was exploring. 

There was just too much Ecliptic Stone, this type of rock wall everywhere underground. As he went 

further down, tracing the golden elixir back to its source, he found a hidden space. 

The underground world was profound and unfathomable. The rock walls, giant stones, and other things 

all became one body, the various places all connected like stalactites. It was extremely strange, the 

shape of this place unusual. 



This place wasn’t that wide, especially when he followed the crack down to where the golden elixir 

flowed, it was even more narrow. Dense golden mist pervaded the air, divine and transcendent. 

Shi Hao felt his heart pound intensely. He was actually a bit nervous, because he felt immortal energy. 

He approached that brilliant place again. 

This time, the space in his brows felt intense pain, even greater than the last time, as if he was burned 

by immortal flames, injured as a result. It really was piercingly painful. 

However, Shi Hao endured it, still proceeding, his divine senses like water, slowly and steadily moving 

forward. He wanted to touch that dazzling golden light. 

Weng! 

Shi Hao’s true body swayed, everything before his eyes going dark. He almost went unconscious, his 

divine senses in incomparable pain, as if he was hacked by a blade. There was a mysterious power 

corroding him, wishing to cut down his primordial spirit. 

His breathing was a bit hurried, having no choice but to pull back that strand of divine will. It was 

because if he forcefully charged forward, he might have to pay a tremendous price himself, his 

primordial spirit might even be hacked apart! 

Even though he was curious, wishing to know what exactly there was underneath, there was no way he 

would throw his own life away. Even if there was an immortal treasury, he couldn’t use his life to 

exchange for it. 

After taking a moment to calm down, Shi Hao produced the True Dragon Defying Scale, supporting it 

with his divine senses, using it like a shield, testing things out again. If he still failed, then he would give 

up. 

He felt like the chances of success weren’t great, because this scale was lacked spirit, there was no way 

it could protect him from all sides. Meanwhile, that radiance was spread out underground, so if he truly 

approached it, it would cover everything. 

Ding! 

As expected, the True Dragon Defying Scale trembled, Shi Hao felt as if he was struck my thunder. His 

divine senses were injured, it still ended in failure. A drop of blood flowed out from the space between 

his true body’s brows. 

However, the moment the Defying Dragon Scale was blasted aside, he still saw a vague scene through 

the hazy radiance. 

There was a war chariot that rested inside! 

It was extremely tattered, moreover rather old-fashioned, as if it had fallen apart. Unfortunately, he 

couldn’t see it too clearly. 

Apart from this, he also saw a living creature that was even more blurry. It was laying there, some light 

released from it. 



“It isn’t living, it is dead!” Now, Shi Hao completely relaxed, no longer worrying. He decided that he was 

going to find a way to take a gamble and struggle his way in. 

Needless to say, there were definitely good things inside. It was just a tattered war chariot, yet it could 

actually release this type of light. It was definitely extraordinary and transcendent. 

The Everlasting Sword Core, Ten Thousand Spirit Diagram, True Dragon Defying Scale, everything was 

used by Shi Hao, however... he discovered helplessly that these things were all defensive in nature, 

normally wouldn’t take the initiative to attack. 

Blood trickled out from his forehead several more times, all attempts resulting in failure. 

“Going to risk it all!” 

Shi Hao clenched his teeth. He was not going to give up until he achieved his goal! As long as he was 

sure that there were no living creatures inside, then that meant that this type of cave was great natural 

luck. If he obtained what was inside, the benefits would be unimaginable. 

Only, even though his ambitions were great, his strength was insufficient. He had no way of approaching 

that place. 

This was still luckily because that hazy golden light wasn’t a great killing weapon, not taking the initiative 

to attack, only surrounded by a barrier of light. Otherwise, the consequences would be hard to predict. 

Even Shi Hao was left helpless. When he was left with no methods, he felt a strange feeling. A hazy 

flame appeared, emerging from his true body, entering the ground. 

That mysterious flame could turn into a mirror, engrave and reflect great dao traces. It actually 

appeared at this time! 

It silently passed through the golden light, entering just like that! 

Shi Hao was stunned. This was something impossible for him, yet this flame could move down there. He 

didn’t hesitate anymore either, a strand of divine will also following that flame inside. 

When he entered, the hole in the barrier that was burned through was repaired again. 

He finally made it inside! Inside the brilliant divine light, there was a war chariot after all. It was 

incredibly tattered, only half of it left. The war chariot was a faint golden color, covered in a bit of dust. 

This made him reveal a surprised expression. It wasn’t tall, only a foot in size, could be said that it really 

wasn’t large. What kind of creature was this prepared for? 

However, when he thought of the golden bull, he became stunned. That bull wasn’t large either, but its 

strength was terrifyingly high. No race’s power could be judged based on their size. 

“This is...” Suddenly, his expression became rigid, a bit sluggish. It was because when he carefully sensed 

his surroundings, he recognized the material of this ancient yet small war chariot. 

It... was actually Ecliptic Immortal Gold! 



Even though this was an extraordinary cave, refining a war chariot out of Immortal Gold was just too 

extravagant! Even undying existences and True Immortals’ eyes would go red from jealousy, go crazy 

after seeing this, right? 

It was because not every immortal expert had a magical artifact matching their strength, the reason 

precisely because they couldn’t find Immortal Gold, unable to refine an immortal artifact. 

At that cultivation realm, ordinary materials couldn’t store their power at all. Forcefully tempering them 

or carving great dao patterns would only destroy the weapon. 

This was too extravagant, only... it was actually smashed into pieces, laying there, moreover losing half 

of its carriage. 

Soon afterwards, Shi Hao squatted down, using his hand to dig into the ground. Apart from sand and 

other things, there was another object. 

“Golden horn, and a bull head...” 

Shi Hao was greatly shocked. There was this discovery as soon as he entered! There was this creature 

not far from the war chariot, only, it was buried by Ecliptic Stone fragments and other things. 

After he removed them, he immediately saw a broken bull horn, and then immediately afterwards, he 

saw a bull head. Both of them were dim, only carrying a weak golden glow. 

They were corroded by the passage of time, covered in dust, looking quite unremarkable. 

However, great waves surged within Shi Hao’s heart, this was just too shocking! This was also Ecliptic 

Immortal Gold material, an unmatched heavenly material! 

“Why is there another bull?” Shi Hao was stunned. 

There was a foot long golden bull that chased after him outside, now, he actually discovered another 

one underground. Was this a bull nest?! 

This one was also a foot or so long, only, it was broken in pieces. Its head, horn, and limbs were all 

separated, scattered in this region. One could only find them after carefully examining this place. Its 

ruined body was covered in arrow holes, hatchet marks, blade imprints and other things. It had 

previously fought an intense battle, dying in the end. 

The fist-sized immortal flame flew over, floated above the golden bull remains, engraving all of the blade 

and axe marks’ great dao true meanings. 

Shi Hao was shocked. He had a type of feeling that those sword holes were like abysses, those axe marks 

like valleys, simply about to suck one’s soul in. They carried magnificent dao auras. 

“This.. is not mortal power, touching upon the immortal dao domain?!” Shi Hao sucked in a cold breath. 

Just how great was this golden bull’s cultivation realm? The injuries on its body all had immortal aura, it 

truly was unimaginable. Was this an immortal bull? 

However, it was used to pull the chariot! 



Shi Hao was a bit speechless. Just how great of an expense was this? It really was a bit unimaginable! 

“Immortal Ancient is full of mysteries. No wonder the foreign creatures all retreated in the end, there 

are some secret powers that truly cannot be surmised!” Shi Hao sighed. 

He actually saw this scene in Desolate Border in an underground cave! 

The foot long Ecliptic Immortal Gold Chariot, foot long immortal golden bull... this combination shook 

one’s mind, made one’s body tremble. 

There was definitely no mistake, this small chariot perfectly matched the golden bull, one set. It seemed 

like it took serious damage, escaping here with difficulty, but still ended up becoming a corpse, 

ultimately returning to dust. 

Where was its owner? The mount even became like this back then, the owner definitely wouldn’t just 

watch without doing anything. Were there no clues left behind? 

Right when Shi Hao let his imagination run wild, that immortal flame moved. It was like a hazy lamp, 

floating about, moving forward, entering the depths of the underground world. 

Shi Hao was moved, following it. 

Even though the underground world was completely made of precious Ecliptic Stone, it was full of holes, 

as if it was a cave made of stalactites, the stone material in all different types of shapes. 

En? 

Shi Hao’s body went taut. He immediately stopped, staring forward. 

He saw the other half of the broken chariot. It was resting before a stone wall, long covered in dust as 

well, carrying an incomparably ancient aura of time. 

Only... what was that? Shi Hao immediately became nervous, because he saw that there was something 

seated in that half of the chariot carriage. 

However, no matter how he looked, it was not clear, extremely blurry, this remained true even when he 

opened his Heavenly Eyes. He immediately knew that this was the result of a dense great dao. 

Shi Hao’s mind trembled, his palms covered in sweat. He knew that the one who was sitting in the 

carriage might be the owner of the immortal bull! 

When that fist-sized immortal flame approached, only then did that place become clear, no longer hazy 

and indistinct. The flame could illuminate everything, great dao patterns couldn’t hide the mysteries of 

heaven here. 

Sure enough, there really was a creature in the damaged carriage! 

It was less than a foot tall, when it sat inside, it looked even shorter. Only, when one continuously stared 

at it, they would start trembling, couldn’t help but feel an urge to bow down. 



Shi Hao was horrified. This creature was too extraordinary! Even if all of the aura was restrained, it was 

still hard for others to bear. It seemed like it was going to make the Nine Heavens Ten Earths collapse, 

destroy the universe! 

Just how terrifying was this? 

When Shi Hao shifted his gaze, that type of heaven collapsing, earth caving feeling disappeared, 

everything returning to normal. 

It was a daoist, one who was extremely old, as if he had sat here since prehistoric times. His eyes were 

closed, not moving at all, on his body golden blood that hadn’t dried even now. 

He wore golden daoist robes, but they had long become tattered, about to disintegrate. 

Only, Shi Hao knew that there was no way it would rot, because the clothes were woven out of Ecliptic 

Immortal Gold. 

This daoist had golden hair and a golden beard, quiet and peaceful. His body was hazy, chaotic energy 

spreading. There were stars that adorned that place, looking as if it was part of the cosmos, as if that 

daoist was seated before the establishment of the world! 

Shi Hao’s blood was surginh frantically just by looking at him, his body feeling as if it was going to 

explode. He simply couldn’t imagine how powerful and terrifying this existence was. 

One had to understand that all life energy should have been severed from his existence, yet his body 

could still produce this scene, moreover this powerful. It was just too inconceivable! 

Upon closer inspection, his body looked like it already dried up, lacking vitality, but it could still suppress 

the past and present! 

On the broken half of the carriage, the old daoist was seated, leaning against the stone wall. There was a 

pitch-black ancient cave there, extremely small, most of it perfectly covered by his body. 

 


